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Today’s asphaltic concrete pavements are expected to perform better even though 
they are experiencing increased volume of traffic and increased loads over what has been 
experienced in the past.  Research has indicated that the addition of polymers to asphalt 
binders can enhance many properties of the asphalt pavements to help meet these 
increased demands.   
There remains a serious problem that the addition of polymers to asphalt binders 
generally does not address.  This involves the interfacial cohesiveness of the bond 
between the aggregate and the binder.  Some aggregates are highly hydrophilic (water-
loving) while asphalt binders and most polymers tend to be very hydrophobic (water-
hating).  Therefore, the addition of hydrophobic polymers to asphalt does not address the 
issue of interfacial tension between the aggregate and polymer-modified binders in the 
presence of water.  This interfacial surface tension in the presence of water and traffic 
loads could possibly, over time, contribute to stripping.   Stripping is the disbonding of 
asphalt from the aggregate surface.  The primary objective of this research was to 
evaluate phosphonylated recycled linear low density polyethylene’s effect on the 
interfacial cohesiveness between the aggregate and modified binder.  It was theorized that 
a reaction or strong charged attraction between the phosphonylated recycled linear low 
density polyethylene and the aggregate surface may be possible thereby reducing 
interfacial surface tension.  The interfacial cohesiveness was evaluated by the Tunnicliff 
and Root Procedures for evaluating moisture susceptibility of asphalt mixtures.   
 
 iii
A phosphonylation process was employed to place charges along the backbone of 
the recycled linear low density polyethylene.  A preliminary study was initiated to study 
the effects of wet (blending polyethylene and asphalt binder) and dry processes (blending 
polyethylene with aggregate).  When blended with binder (wet process) the modified 
recycled polyethylene continued to be incompatible at normal and elevated mixing 
temperatures and various blending times for two binders sources with various chemical 
modifications (base, weak acid, strong acid) of the polyethylene.  Throughout this 
research, the polymer-binder mixtures were constantly agitated in order to prevent 
separation of the polymer from the binder to ensure homogeneous specimens for analysis.  
Next, the modified and unmodified recycled polyethylene were blended directly with two 
aggregate sources (dry process) prior to blending with two binder sources.   
The results indicated that there was not a clear trend when analyzing the dry and 
wet ITS and TSR values.  These differences can be explained by the different chemical 
composition of the various mixtures which is made up of the individual chemical 
compositions of the binder, aggregates, and the presence or absence of lime, which is 
used as an anti-stripping agent.  It is important to note that modified recycled 
polyethylene, samples containing no lime, produced dry, wet ITS and TSR values that 
were significantly higher than unmodified recycled polyethylene when lime was not 
present.  It is hypothesized that the reaction sites on the backbone of the recycled 
polyethylene were reacting with the aggregate sites when lime (Ca(OH)2) was not 
present.  The P(O) groups on the phosphonylated recycled PE were reacting instead of 
the Calcium groups present in lime and one of the aggregate sources.  This indicates that 
 iv
interfacial surface tension between the asphalt binder and aggregate sources can be 
reduced through the chemical modification of the recycled polyethylene though it may be 
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 One of the most serious problems of modern society is the ever-increasing amount 
of solid waste produced and the costs associated with disposing of it.  In 2005, landfills in 
the United States absorbed approximately 55% of all municipal solid waste (MSW) 
produced (116-million tons or 105-million metric tons) [United States Environmental 
Protection Agency, 2004].  With the landfills filling ever closer to capacity, the cost of 
disposing of the solid waste has risen as high as $135 per ton in the Northeast [United 
States Environmental Protection Agency, 2004].  Finding locations for new landfills has 
also become increasingly difficult because of public concern and many other issues (e.g., 
environmental impacts).  The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has developed 
dramatically tougher operating and design guidelines for landfills that include synthetic 
or clay liners, underground storage systems, and ventilation systems for gases produced 
by the decaying garbage [EPA, 2004].  All of these systems are costly.  It is estimated 
that a typical large landfill conforming to the new regulations will cost about 60 million 
dollars to design and construct [EPA, 2004]. 
 Over the last few decades, the generation, recycling, and disposal of MSW have 
changed substantially.  MSW generation has continued to increase from 1960, when it 
was 88 million tons to 229.2 million tons in 2005.  The generation rate of MSW in 1960 
was just 2.7 pounds per person per day; it increased to 3.7 pounds per person per day in 






 The solid waste stream in 2005 (Figure 1.1) was made up of 34.2% paper and 
paperboard, 13.1% yard trimmings, 11.7% food, 11.9% plastics, 7.5% metals, 7.3% 
rubber and textiles, 5.2% glass; 5.7%  wood; and 3.4% other [EPA, 2004].  It is 



















Table 1.1 Generation and Recovery of Municipal Solid Waste Stream (MSW),  






Recovery   
Paper & Paperboard 81.9 36.7 44.9% 
Glass 12.6 2.4 19.1% 
 Metals 18.1 6.3 34.5% 
Plastics 25.4 1.4 5.5% 
Rubber and Leather 6.5 1.1 17.4% 
Wood 13.2 1.3 9.5% 
Food 26.2 0.7 2.8% 
Yard Trimmings 28.0 15.8 56.5% 






discarded; however, only 5.5% is recycled [EPA, 2004].  In 2005, plastics composed 
23.9% of landfill volume, second only to paper and paperboard at 30.2% [EPA, 2004].  
These statistics concerning MSW indicate that there is a tremendous supply of plastics in 
terms of total weight and volume in landfills and an ample supply previously recycled 
and ready for consumption. 
 Environmental and economic pressures along with legislation and public opinion 
have resulted in greater efficiency in MSW disposal through increased recycling efforts 
that reduce the amount of solid waste entering landfills.  The next step in the recycling 
cycle is finding useful purposes for these by-product materials. 
Feasibility of Recycled Plastics as an Asphalt Pavement Additive 
 The United States has built and maintains a highway system of almost 3.9 million 
miles of roads (6.3 million kilometers).  FHWA (Federal Highway Administration, 2008) 
estimates that approximately 1.9 million miles (3.1 million kilometers) are paved with 
asphaltic concrete mixtures.  Creating a binder additive using recycled polymers (e.g., 
plastics) that enhances properties of HMA mixtures would not only produce a more 
durable pavement, but also provide a highly needed source of disposal for a large amount 
of recycled plastics.   This research was conducted to potentially create such a demand 
for recycled plastics. 
 The design of asphalt paving mixtures is a multi-step process of selecting binders 
and aggregate materials and proportioning them to provide an appropriate compromise 






such as traffic loading and climate is also a part of the design process.  The primary goals 
in most mix design processes would include the following [Oliver, J,  1990]: 
1) maximize fatigue life; 
2) minimize the potential for rutting; 
3) minimize the effect of low temperature cracking; 
4) minimize or control the amount and rate of age hardening; and 
5) reduce the effect of water. 
In many instances, water or moisture vapor in the pavement can reduce the 
performance life by affecting any of the factors listed above.  The affect of stripping or 
loss of adhesion is readily apparent because the integrity of the mixture is disrupted.  The 
loss of cohesion is often less obvious but can cause major loss of stiffness or strength.  
The introduction of air or moisture into the void system accelerates age hardening, thus 
further reducing the pavement life [Terrel, R. et. al, 1994].  For example, a research 
project reported that 8% of pavements in South Carolina were severely stripped 
[Bushing, et. al., 1986]. 
For many years researchers over the world [Little et. al, 1987; Baker, 1987; 
Dunning et. al, 1993] have demonstrated that the addition of certain polymers, including 
polyethylene, can enhance the properties of a typical binder, and therefore the asphalt-
aggregate mixture, including; 
1) improved rutting resistance; 
2) improved temperature susceptibility; 
3) improved low-temperature cracking resistance; and 





 Research has also been conducted on the utilization of recycled plastics, in latex 
form, as compared to virgin plastics in asphalt mixtures [Dunning, et. al, 1993].  The 
results indicate that the quality or type of polymer used as an additive may be less 
important than the degree of dispersion and the interfacial cohesiveness [Jew, et. al, 
1993].  The results indicated that recycled polymers were used as successfully as virgin 
polymer materials when they were added to the binder [Dunning, et. al, 1993]. 
 There has been very little research conducted using polymer modified asphalt 
(Wet Process) to enhance the moisture susceptibility of asphalt mixtures.  Specifically, 
the interfacial cohesiveness of the bond between the aggregate and the binder has not 
been investigated with regards to polymer additives.  Some aggregates are highly 
hydrophilic (water-loving) while most binders and polymers tend to be hydrophobic 
(water-hating).  Therefore, the addition of hydrophobic polymers to binder does not 
address the problem of interfacial tension between the aggregate and polymer-modified 
binder in the presence of water.  This interfacial surface tension in the presence of water 
and traffic loads could possibly, over time, induce stripping, which is the dis-bonding of 
binder from the aggregate surface.  This research project investigated the effects of 
modifying the recycled polyethylene with various surface charges to determine the effect 
on the interfacial cohesiveness of the additives to the binder and aggregate mixtures in 
the presence of water.  It was hypothesized that by introducing charges (reaction sites) on 
the surface of the polyethylene particles, these charges would react when blended at the 






increasing the overall bond strength between the binder and the aggregate in the presence 
of water. 
Research Objectives 
 The overall objective of this research study was to investigate the addition of a 
surface activated recycled polyethylene to asphalt mixtures and determine its effect on 
the moisture susceptibility of the mixtures.  The specific objectives were to: 
1) Conduct a literature review regarding the addition of polymers/polyethylene 
to asphalt mixtures. 
2) Analyze moisture susceptibility of asphalt mixtures blended with surface 
activated recycled polyethylene. 
 
Scope of the Study 
 
Preliminary Study: 
 A preliminary study was initiated to determine if there were any differences in 
virgin and recycled Polyethylene (PE) when blended with two binder and two aggregate 
sources.  For this part of the research, both the virgin and recycled PE were ground to a 
uniform –20 mesh material.  These materials were then surface activated with the various 
charges and blended with the binders.  The compatibility of the virgin and modified 
recycled polyethylene was evaluated using the ASTM D 5840-95 compatibility test. 
Ninety six (96) specimens were blended and tested in this manner.  
 Next, 192 Marshall specimens were made and tested utilizing two aggregates, two 
binders, four treatments (Control, Base, Weak acid, and Strong acid), two conditions 





part of the experiment, the moisture susceptibility was evaluated through determination 
of the dry and wet ITS, and TSR values.  The dry process involved the addition of 
recycled polyethylene treatments to the aggregate prior to blending with binder.  In the 
wet process, the Polyethylene treatments were added to the binder before mixing with the 
aggregate.  This part of the study was conducted to determine if there were any 
differences between virgin and recycled PE with the various treatments in the dry and wet 
processes.  The results indicated that there were no significant differences determined 
between the virgin and recycled polyethylene specimens with the various treatments.  
Also, there were no significant differences determined between the dry and wet 
processes.  Therefore, it was determined that recycled polyethylene would be used 
throughout the remainder of the research. 
Moisture Susceptibility Study: 
 The moisture susceptibility of the various mixtures was evaluated using Tunnicliff 
and Root moisture conditioning procedures (ASTM 4867) at the optimum asphalt content 
of each mixture.  Two hundred and forty (240) Marshall specimens were made and tested 
utilizing two aggregates, two binders, three treatments (control, unmodified PE, and 
surface activated PE), two condition (Wet and dry processes), and made with and without 
lime. 
Dissertation Organization 
 The literature review concerning the physical and chemical properties of polymers 
used in binder additives is discussed in Chapter 2.  An overview of the development of 





Chapter 3.  The experimental procedures and materials used during this research study 
are described in Chapter 4.  The experimental design used for this research study is 
presented in Chapter 5.  Chapter 6 includes the results of the research.  Chapter 7 includes 














































Since the early 1990’s, much research has been conducted on modifying asphalt 
binders with polymer additives.  A literature review was conducted to determine which 
polymers were most desirable and appropriate for the proposed research.  The following 
is a brief description of the research that was found to be relevant to the proposed 
research. 
In 1996, research was conducted on the effects of polyolefins, neoprene, styrene-
butadiene-styrene (SBS) block copolymers, styrene-butadiene rubber (SBR) latex, and 
hydrated lime on binders obtained from two sources [Lee et. al, 1996].  Changes due to 
additives that led to better stability, strength, rutting resistance, fatigue resistance, 
durability, low-temperature cracking, resistance to moisture-induced damages and 
structural capacity in a pavement system were considered improvements.  The following 
were their conclusions and recommendations: 
1.  Each additive showed some degree of improvement in at least one of the 
desired properties.  However, no additive tested showed consistent 
improvement across all mixture properties with each binder source. 
2.  Improvements in binder properties may or may not be reflected in mixture or 
structural performance. 
3.   Polymer additives have enormous potential in improving asphalt properties.  It 





laboratory evaluation of new additives and field tests of promising additives. 
4.  Softer asphalt seemed to have benefited most from the additives studied. 
 
The polymers blended in the softer AC's, improved the low-temperature 
susceptibility and high temperature performance of the asphalts.  Field test sections 
constructed using the polymer-modified soft grade asphalt were recommended. 
Middleton, et. al, 1986 concluded the following in a research project for the Texas 
State Department of Highways and Public Transportation (SDHPT).   
1.  It appeared that standard Texas SDHPT asphalt mix design methods were 
acceptable when polymeric or carbon black additives are used.  Based on 
limited testing and literature reviews, the Hveem and Marshall Mixture design 
methods also appeared to be acceptable for conducting mixture designs.  One 
should pay close attention to air void content of laboratory-molded specimens, 
particularly when additives are used, as this may be an indicator that 
adjustments in compactive effort or compaction temperatures are required to 
optimize pavement performance.   
2.  Generally, the temperature susceptibilities of the additive-modified binders 
were lower than the unmodified asphalts.  It appeared best to add these types 
of additives to softer asphalts.  The soft asphalt provides flexibility at low 
service temperatures; whereas, the additive stiffens the asphalt at high service 
temperatures. 
3.  The additives tested had little effect on artificial oxidative aging of paving 





the control.  The latex-modified mixtures were least resistant to aging. 
4.  Marshall stability was affected more by air void content of the compacted 
mixtures than by the presence or type of additive. 
5.  Indirect tension tests showed that mixtures containing polymer modified AC-
10 had lower tensile strength than the control mixture containing unmodified 
AC-20.  However, mixtures containing polymer-modified asphalt exhibited 
greater strain (flexibility) at failure than the control mixtures. 
6.  After one year in service, there were no perceivable differences in performance 
of the control and additive-modified test pavements.  All pavements were  
performing well. 
Baker et. al, 1987 stated in his research that the addition of various types of 
latexes and polymers modified the binder to exhibit a more tenacious state.  This in turn 
will both bind the binder to the aggregate more thoroughly and result in a much tougher 
final mix, which will be less prone to wheel rutting, bleeding, and plastic deformations 
[Baker, et. al, 1987]. 
Shuler, et.al, 1987 conducted a research project on polymer-modified asphalt for 
the New Mexico State Highway and Transportation Department.  The conclusions were 
as follows:  
1. Consistency was generally increased for asphalt modified with block 
copolymers as measured by penetration, softening point, and viscosity.   
2.  Apparent temperature susceptibility was decreased significantly as measured 





3.  Aging of modified binders in the rolling thin film oven produced less change 
in physical properties than corresponding control binders. 
Dunning, et. al concluded the following in a 1993 research report [16]:  
1. Polymer systems can be used to improve the stripping resistance of the 
mixtures by coating the aggregate prior to drying. 
2.  The weight of coating required is surprisingly low, making this approach 
economically competitive to the existing systems.  While most effects were 
found in the range of 0.025-0.075 percent dry polymer, by total weight of 
aggregate, the effect in certain cases was seen at levels as low as 0.01 percent. 
3.  Polymer systems produced no objectionable odors, nor did they present any 
harmful exposure conditions. 
4.  The application of the polymer to the hot mixed asphalt is very simple and 
consisted of spraying diluted polymer directly upon the aggregate as it was 
conveyed into the drum mixer.  The mixing action of the drum was adequate 
to obtain coating. 
5.  In addition to imparting resistance to stripping, the addition of the polymer 
decreased the temperature susceptibility of the mix. 
6.   The addition of the polymer to the aggregate did not have an adverse affect on 
the emissions from the plant. 
7.  The cost of the polymer application was in the range of costs that were 







Lenoble, et. al, 1993 and Nahas concluded the following [17]: 
Polymer modified binder with a temperature range, using rheological parameters, of 80°C 
or more could be expected to have a resistance to traffic at least four times greater than 
conventional AC-20 asphalt and in more severe climatic conditions.  Such an increase in 
performance should outweigh the increase in costs of these polymer modified binders. 
Jew, et al., 1986 concluded the following statements concerning the addition of 
polyethylene to binder:  The dispersion of polyethylene in binder is readily accomplished 
at elevated temperatures under high shear conditions.  At temperatures above 140°C, the 
molten polyethylene particles will gradually absorb the aliphatic maltene components of 
the bitumen and partially dissolve to form a highly viscous, elastic dispersion.  Since 
polyethylene is solid and crystalline below its melting transition temperature, the 
dispersed polyethylene particles assume the characteristics of a filler at temperatures near 
50°C when the bitumen matrix becomes soft and deformable. As a consequence, the 
pavements possess increased resistance to deformation (such as rutting) at elevated 
temperatures (but below the melting point of polyethylene).  Additional benefits include 
greater tensile strength, increased impact fracture toughness, greater fatigue resistance, 
and a lowering of the glass transition temperature, all of which contribute to an extended 
pavement life. 
Moisture Susceptibility 
One of the major concerns, in any mix design, is the moisture susceptibility of the 
asphalt-aggregate combinations.  Moisture effects can be reduced or eliminated by proper 





times this still is not enough to prevent moisture damage to the pavements.  In these 
cases, the moisture susceptibility lies with the materials used.  Some binders and 
aggregates are more attracted to water (i.e., hydrophilic aggregate), and therefore, are 
more susceptible to moisture damage.  
Moisture damage is typically defined as an asphalt mixture’s tendency to strip.  
The loss of integrity of the asphalt mixture through the weakening of the asphalt-
aggregate bond is known as stripping.  Many causes of stripping have been identified 
which include emulsification, detachment, displacement, pore pressure, film rupture, etc.  
Tarrer, A. R., [1992] showed that the physicochemical surface properties of the aggregate 
source was more important than binder properties when accessing causes of moisture 
damage.  Other factors that can contribute to moisture damage/stripping include 
inadequate pavement drainage, inadequate compaction, excessive dust in the mix, action 
and volume of traffic, inadequate drying of aggregates, and weak aggregates. 
 There are many forms of distress caused by stripping including localized 
bleeding, rutting, shoving, etc.  Though moisture damage and stripping have been 
researched for many years, it is not completely understood why stripping occurs in some 
pavements.  However, it is readily apparent that moisture damage and stripping reduces a 
pavement’s performance thereby increasing its overall Life Cycle Cost  Analysis (LCCA) 
of the pavement structure. 
There are many methods to minimize moisture damage in asphalt pavements.  
Most state highway agencies around the United States require anti-stripping agents be 





asphalt bond.  Anti-strip additives (ASA) are additives or substances that are designed to 
chemically improve the adhesion between aggregates and asphalt.  Hydrated lime is the 
most predominant ASA in use around the country.  Other ASAs include Portland cement,  
fly-ash, flue dust, etc.   Liquid ASAs are also widely used and these include liquid 
amines, diamines, etc. 
It is assumed that the mechanism by which hydrated lime improves the moisture 
susceptibility of asphalt mixtures involves a chemical reaction between the calcium in the 
lime (Ca(OH)2) with the silicates in the aggregate [Little, et. al, 20031].  The method by 
which liquid ASAs reduce moisture damage is by reducing the surface tension between 
the aggregate surface and the binder.  When surface tension is reduced, adhesion of the 
binder is enhanced.   
Aggregate Functional Groups: 
Solid surfaces are either electropositive or electronegative.  Derjaguin, in 1955, 
proposed that essentially all adhesion phenomena could be explained by electrostatics 
[Little, et. al, 2005].  Limestone, calcium carbonate (the mineral calcite, CaCO3), has 
electropositive surface characteristics.  As commercial production of aggregates produces 
fractured faces, electrostatic bonds are broken and unsatisfied charges of calcium and 
carbonate ions occur on the newly formed surface.  The reaction below describes the 
fracturing process with the consequent formation of countless unsatisfied charges. 
Agg – Ca – CO3 – Ca – Agg → (Agg – Ca+) + (Agg – Ca – CO3-) 






The hydrogen reaction that takes place is given by: 
     (Agg - Ca+) + (Agg – Ca – CO3-) + H2O → (Agg – CaOH) + (Agg –Ca– CO3H)  
Where unsatisfied calcium ions adsorb hydroxyl groups (OH-groups), and tend to further  
adsorb carbon dioxide dissolved in surface water (CO2 + H2O → H2CO3).  An additional 
reaction takes place. 
 (Agg – CaOH) + H2CO3 → (Agg – Ca – CO3H) + H2O 
Therefore, regardless of the type of charge present immediately after fracture, the final 
structure on the site of each charge is represented by the right side of the reaction.  In the 
presence of water, this structure dissociates to produce a characteristic electropositive 
charge on the limestone surface. 
 (Agg – Ca - CO3H) → (Agg - Ca+) + (HCO3-) 
Next, Silica (SiO2), essentially pure mineral quartz, makes up a large portion of 
aggregates such as quartzite and granite.  Upon fracturing, creation of unsatisfied charges 
can be presented in a simplified way. 
  Agg - SiO3- - O - SiO3- - Agg → Agg – SiO3  
           Where Agg represents the bulk aggregate structure, with atomic lattice constituting 
silicate tetrahedron (Si coordinated to four oxygen atoms) unit cells.  As before, a 
hydration process occurs in response to the unsatisfied charges.  Chemical absorption of 
water takes place as H2O is dissociated into H+ and OH- during adsorption to form a 
hydroxilated surface (covered with OH, called silanol groups on these surfaces).  Further 
adsorption of water results in layers of hydrogen-bonded water of which the outer layer is 





as free water at ambient temperature.  The mechanism that is often associated with the 
characteristic electronegative charge on silica surfaces is presented in the following 
section.  In this process, charge on these hydroxilated surfaces develops through 
dissociation of the surface hydroxyl groups, imparting protons to the contacting  water. 
Bitumen – Aggregate Interactions:  
 Bitumen-aggregate interaction chemistry is highly complex and variable among 
different systems primarily due to the complex and variable composition of the materials 
involved [Peterson et al. 1982].  The polar molecules in bitumen exhibit specific points 
(sites), which interact with specific sites within the bitumen [Roberston, 2000] and on 
aggregate surfaces.  “Active sites”, is a term used to describe reactivity of 
macromolecules and also the surfaces of minerals, and implies a process wherein a 
surface chemical reaction of interest is promoted by a molecular-scale feature on the 
organic or mineral surface, i.e. surface functional groups [Johnston, 1996].   
 In bitumen, carboxylic acid (R-COOH, where R represents non – polar 
hydrocarbon alkane chains) is a chemical functional group that plays an important role in 
the bonding of bitumen and aggregate surfaces.  In the presence of water, the molecule 
separates into a carboxylic anion (R-COO- ) and the proton (H+) causing the bitumen 
surface to have a negative charge.  Peterson and Plancher [1998] state that the two 
chemical functionalities, carboxylic acids and sulfoxides, account for almost half of the 
total chemical functionality in the strong absorbed factions.  These compounds are both 
hydrophilic (water loving), with aliphatic structures (zigzag chains as opposed to 





(mono-functional as opposed to poly-functional).  This may cause their easy 
displacement by water.   
 The review of functional groups and their potential significance in bond formation 
reveals that carboxylic acids play a prominent role.  Calcium carbonate reacts with 
carboxylic acids in bitumen, which are weak acids [Logaraj, 2002].  At typical HMA 
production temperatures, an insoluble salt of carboxylic acid, water, and carbon dioxide 
are formed.  This process is described by the reaction presented below.   
 CaCO3 + 2RCOOH → (RCOO-)2Ca + H2O + CO2 
when hydrated lime Ca(OH)2 is present in the absence of carbonates, water is the only 
reaction product formed. 
 Ca(OH)2 + 2RCOOH → (RCOO-)2Ca + H2O 
It is well known that hydrated lime, as active filler, changes the physical 
properties of a mix through chemical interaction with the bitumen.  Numerous studies 
have reported on the benefit of adding lime to bitumen to mitigate moisture sensitivity of 
asphalt mixes.   In their review of literature, Little and Jones [2003] reported that 
hydrated lime ties up carboxylic acids and 2 – quinolones in the bitumen with the 
formation of insoluble calcium organic salts, which prevent these functionalities form 
reacting with a siliceous surface to form water sensitive bonds. This leaves important 
active sites on the siliceous surface to form strong water resistant bonds with nitrogen 
groups in bitumen.  
 Bottom line, there are many factors that can affect the surface tension including 





shown that mixes with limestone show superior resistance to moisture induced damage 
[Graf 1986].  Pure silicates show poor resistance, and granites range from poor to very 










































MODIFIED RECYCLED POLYETHYLENE 
A serious problem, in addition to rutting and cracking, that will deteriorate a 
pavement structure is the dis-bonding of the binder from the aggregate surface under 
pressure from traffic loading in the presence of water.  This dis-bonding of the binder 
from the aggregate is called stripping.  If the binder-to-aggregate bond is broken, water 
will displace the binder film over the aggregate surface and weaken the structural 
capacity of the pavement.  Adhesion agents used in the industry are added to the binder to 
prevent binder-to-aggregate bond separation, especially in wet conditions.  The adhesion 
agents generally used are based on amines, especially fatty polyamines, amides, and 
substituted imidazolines.  These adhesion agents work by occupying reaction sites within 
the binder and aggregate surface so water cannot infiltrate between the aggregate-binder 
bond and cause stripping.  Most of the above additives have proven to be expensive and 
difficult to implement in an industry where changes are rare.  However, amine type anti-
stripping agents are presently being used in binders for some applications, but the concept 
of using a chemically reactive polymer has not been investigated in great detail.   
This research will approach the problem of moisture susceptibility and interfacial 
surface tension between polymer-binder additives by introducing reaction sites along the 
surface of polyethylene using a phosphonylation process (Figures 3.1 and 3.2).  It is 
hypothesized that these reaction sites will interact with the ringed molecules called 
asphaltenes (Figure 3.3) within the molecular makeup of the binder possibly producing a 





hydrophilic reaction sites along the surface of the polymer will be attracted to reaction 
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This increased attraction between the modified binder with the aggregate surface will 
produce an increase in the binder film coating on the surface of aggregate.  This increase 
in thickness of the binder coating will produce increased resistance to water damage by 
reducing interfacial surface tension.    
Phosphonylation Process 
 Phosphonylation is a process for placing charged molecules on the surface of 
organic polymers.  The phosphonylation process is outlined in detail in U.S. Patent 
5,491,198 and shown schematically in Figure 3.2 [Shalaby, 1996].  Organic polymeric 
preforms made from various polymers including polyethylene, polyetheretherketone, 
polypropylene, polymethylmethacrylate, polyamides, and polyester, and formed into 
blocks, films, and fibers, may have their surfaces phosphonylated in a liquid-phase or 
gas-phase reaction [Shalaby, 1996].  Liquid-phase phosphonylation involves the use of a 
solvent that does not dissolve the organic polymer but does dissolve a phosphorus halide 
such as phosphorus trichloride.  The solvent chosen must also be non reactive with the 
phosphorus halide [Shalaby, 1996].  Such solvents available for use in the 
phosphonylation process include the fully-halogenated liquid solvents such as carbon 
tetrachloride, carbon tetrabromide, and the like.  Gas-phase phosphonylation involves 
treating the organic polymers with a gaseous phosphorus halide such as phosphorus 
trichloride and oxygen.  Both liquid and gas-phase phosphonylation allow for surface 
phosphonylation of the organic polymer such that up to about 30 percent of the reactive 






Generally, liquid-phase phosphonylation of the polymer occurs by bubbling 
oxygen through a phosphorus halide solution, such as PCL3 (Phosphorus Tri-Chloride) in 
a solvent [Shalaby, 1996].   Gas-phase phosphonylation also occurs in the presence of 
oxygen and a phosphorus halide [Shalaby, 1996].  In either case, the reactive groups may 
then be converted to their corresponding metal salts, phosphonic acids, amides or esters 
[Shalaby, 1996].  Conversion to phosphonates is achieved by reacting with an inorganic 
base, to phosphonic acids by reacting with water or a dilute acid, to amides by reacting 
with an amine, and to esters by reacting with an alcohol [Shalaby, 1996]. 
The attachment of a -P(O)Cl2,  -P(O)(OH)2, -P(OR)2, or -P(NR)2 group onto such 
polymeric substrates form highly reactive surfaces for various applications.  Ion-
exchange and binding capabilities allow the new phosphonylated organic substrates to be 
used in various environments whenever a highly reactive surface is required.  
Furthermore, the phosphonylated surface of the substrate polymer may be used as an 
adhesive surface for adhering to various other polymers so that nonpolar and polar 
molecules may be bound [Shalaby, 1996]. 
Although only phosphorus trichloride is described in the example below as the 
preferred phosphorus halide, other phosphorus halides, such as phosphorus bromide may 
be employed for phosphonylation [Shalaby, 1996].  Like the solvent in liquid-phase 
phosphonylation, the phosphorus halides are fully-halogenated so that they lack a reactive 
hydrogen [Shalaby, 1996]. 
In liquid-phase phosphonylation, oxygen is passed or bubbled through a reaction 





[Shalaby, 1996].  Phosphonylation of the surfaces of the polymer are thereby achieved.  
The phosphonylated polymer may then be rinsed with more of the solvent, cleaned, and 
prepared for further uses. 
In gas-phase phosphonylation, the polymer is placed in a reaction chamber 
containing gaseous phosphorus tri-chloride.  Oxygen is then introduced causing 
phosphonylation of the surface of the polymer.  The phosphonylated polymer may then 
be rinsed in a fully-halogenated liquid solvent, such as carbon tetrachloride or any other 
liquid that can remove traces of phosphorus trichloride (PCl3) without etching the 
polymeric substrate.  
The phosphonylated organic polymeric substrate is characterized by the fact that 
the majority of phosphonylation occurs on the surface [Shalaby, 1996].  Such surface 
phosphonylation is quantitatively characterized by the presence of carbons having a 
phosphonyl group attached.  In quantitative terms, surface phosphonylation is defined as 
having up to about 30 percent, but preferably up to 20 percent, of the reactive carbon 
atoms with a phosphonyl group appended thereto [Shalaby, 1996].  The reactive carbons 
are those carbons with an available hydrogen that may be substituted or an available 
valency for adding dicholorophosphonyl groups [Shalaby, 1996]. 
To ensure that only surface phosphonylation is occurring, up to about 30 percent 
of the total mass of the polymer, or up to about 30 percent of the total number of reactive 
carbon sites, should be phosphonylated [Shalaby, 1996].  If more than 30 percent of the 
reactive carbons are phosphonylated, delamination of the polymer may occur and 





phosphonylation is controlled by the amount of phosphorus trichloride used and the rate 
of oxygenation.  Delamination of the polymer layers may begin if such amounts are not 
kept to the minimum required for surface-only phosphonylation.  Moreover, agitation 
should be kept to a minimum in the liquid-phase reaction to prevent mass 
phosphonylation [Shalaby, 1996]. 
In the phosphonylation process, the phosphonyl groups attached to the surface of 
the substrates may be hydrolyzed to yield acidic reactive surfaces and salts.  Hydrolysis is 
achieved by placing the phosphonylated substrate into water in the presence of a base, 
such as sodium hydroxide. Alternatively, the phosphonylated polymer may be converted 
to phosphonic acid by placing the phosphonylated polymer in water or a dilute acid such 
as hydrochloric acid [Shalaby, 1996].   
 In this research, a liner low-density polyethylene was subjected to the process and 
methods described above for liquid phosphonylation.  The liquid phase phosphonylation 
was chosen due to safety concerns with gas phase phosphonylation and also due to the 
ease of disposing of waste materials used to carry out the reactions necessary to 
phosphonylate the polyethylene.  The liquid phosphonylation process resulted in the 20% 
surface phosphonylation.  This process also allowed for greater production, which was 
required to produce the necessary quantities of phosphonylated polyethylene required for 
the various experiments carried out during this research. 
To phosphonylate the surface of the polyethylene, 500 grams of polyethylene was 
placed in a glass reaction vessel containing 90% (by volume) carbon tetrachloride and 10 





at a pressure of about 10mm of Hg for four hours at 25 degrees C.  After 
phosphonylation, the film was submerged for one hour in carbon tetrachloride, followed 
by a thorough rinsing, initially in carbon tetrachloride and then in acetone.  Finally, the 
phosphonylated polyethylene was washed and rinsed in distilled water and dried under 
vacuum. 
 The phosphonylated polyethylene surfaces were characterized using EDX (energy 
dispersive x-ray) and IR (Infrared) spectra.  As expected, the data showed the presence of 
both phosphorus and chlorine in approximately a 1:2 ratio which demonstrated 
phosphonylation at a twenty percent rate of the polyethylene surface. 
 The phosphonyl groups on the polyethylene surface were converted to phosphonic 
acid as follows.  The phosphonylated polyethylene made as described above was placed 
in hydrochloric acid (37 percent) in an unagitated state at 25 degrees C for eight hours.  
The polyethylene was then rinsed in distilled water and dried under vacuum.  The 
presence of phosphonic acid on the surface was confirmed using contact angle 
















LABORATORY TESTING AND MATERIALS 
 
All testing procedures and equipment used during this research conformed to the 
standards set by the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM).  Table 4.1 lists 
the standards that were pertinent to this research study.  The asphaltic concrete samples 
used in this laboratory project utilized two sources of PG 64-22 grade binder, two sources 
of mineral aggregates (referred to as B and L), and recycled polyethylene. 
Binder Sources 
            Each petroleum source is different from one another in the basic chemistry of its 
make up.  In addition, each refinery will introduce variability into the chemical makeup 
of the bitumen.   Because of this basic variability between binder sources, two distinctly 
different binder sources (Venezuelan crude and a Canadian crude) were included in the 
experimental design for moisture susceptibility testing.  The Venezuelan crude and the 
Canadian crude sources will be referred to as binder sources C and I in this report, 









Table 4.1 ASTM Standards Used During This Research Project   
Description ASTM Test 
                                                        Binder 
Standard Test Method for Effects of Heat and Air on Moving Film of 
Asphalt (Rolling Thin Film Oven Test) 
D2872-97 
Standard Test Method for Kinematic Viscosity of Asphalts (Bitumens) D2170-95 
Standard Test Method for Viscosity for Asphalts by Capillary Viscometer D2171-94 
Standard Test Method for Flash and Fire Points by Ceveland Open Cup D3143-98 
Standard Test Method for Softening Point of Bitumen (Ring and Ball 
Apparatus) 
D36-95 
Standard Specification for Type I Polymer Modified Asphalt Cement for 
Use in Pavement Construction 
D5976-96 
                                                     Aggregates 
Standard Test Method for Specific Gravity and Absorption of Coarse 
Aggregate 
C127-88 
Standard Test Method for Specific Gravity and Absorption of Fine 
Aggregate 
C128-97 
Standard Test Method for Sieve Analysis of Fine and Coarse Aggregate C136-96a 
Standard Practice for Reducing Field Samples of Aggregate to Testing 
Size 
C702-98 
Standard Test Method for Uncompacted Void Content of Fine Aggregate 
(as Influenced by Particle Shape, Surface Texture, and Grading) 
C1252-98 
Flat Particles, Elongated Particles, or Flat and Elongated Particles in 
Coarse Aggregate 
D4791-96 
Standard Test Method for Resistance to Degradation of Large Size 
Coarse Aggregate by Abrasion and Impact in the Los Angeles Machine 
C535-96 
Standard Test Method for Sand Equivalent Value of Soils and Fine 
Aggregate 
D2419-91 
                                                      Asphaltic Mixtures 
Practice for Random Sampling of Construction Materials D3665-99 
Standard Test Method for Theoretical Maximum Specific Gravity and 
Density of Bituminous Paving Mixtures 
D2041-94 
Standard Test Method for Bulk Specific Gravity and Density of Non- 
Absorptive Compacted Bituminous Mixtures 
D2726-93 
Standard Test Method for Resistance to Plastic Flow of Bituminous 
Mixtures Using Marshall Apparatus 
D1559-89 




Standard Test Method for Percent Air Voids in Compacted Dense and 
Open Bituminous Paving Mixtures 
D3202-94 
Preparation of Test Specimens of Bituminous Mixtures by Means of 
Gyratory Compactor 
D4013-98 







Only one binder grade was used throughout this research study.  The literature 
review results indicated that there was not a significant difference between the 
effectiveness of polymer additives and the grades of the binder used, though most 
indicated that lower asphalt grades usually showed greater improvement for the polymer 
additives added.  Many state DOTs in the country, including South Carolina Department 
of Transportation (SCDOT), have specified a performance grade PG 64-22 as the primary 
grade for use in asphalt mixes.  Tables 4.2 and 4.3 represent the PG grading data for the 
two PG 64-22 binders used in this research project.   
Polymer Percentage 
 
 Only one polyethylene percentage was used in the Superpave binder analysis 
experiment and in the Wet Process for the moisture susceptibility experiment.  In the 
literature review, the optimal polymer percentage over several different polymer 
additives was found to be approximately 8% by total weight of the binder [Little, et. al, 
1986].  However, in the industry, polymer percentages used in practice rarely exceed 3 
percent.  This is primarily due to workability problems associated with the polymer 
additives at higher percentages in the field.  Therefore, the 3% polymer percentage was 
chosen to reflect the typical polymer percentages found throughout the industry.   
 In the aggregate replacement experiment (Dry Process), it was determined during 
mix design analysis, that the maximum percentage of recycled polyethylene that could be 
used was 1% recycled polyethylene by weight of aggregate.  Different percentages (2, 5, 


















Test Method Specifications Test 
Results 
Unaged Asphalt    
     Penetration@77°F, 100g,  
     5 sec.             
AASHTO T49 Report 71 
     Viscosity @ 140°F, Poise AASHTO T202 Report 1983 
     Specific Gravity@15°C  AASHTO T228 Report 1.0398 
     Specific Gravity@25°C AASHTO T229 Report 1.034 
     API  Gravity Calculated Report 4.1 
     LBS./Gal ASTM TABLE 
B 
Report 8.688 
     Flash Point, °C ASTM T48 >230°C 290 
     Viscosity (Brookfield)@135°C ASTM D4402 < 3 Pa-s 0.350 
     Viscosity (Brookfield)@170°C ASTM D4402 < 3 Pa-s .100 
     Dynamic Shear, 10 rad/sec  
               G*sinδ and δ @T °C,  
               kPa 
AASHTO TP5 >1.00 kPa 
        64°C
1.231 
RTFO Aged Residue AASHTO T240   
     Mass Change, % AASHTO T240 < 1.0 wt.% 0.150 
     Dynamic Shear, 10 rad/sec  
               G*sinδ and δ @T °C,  
               kPa 
AASHTO TP5 >2.20 kPa 
        64°C
2.511 
PAV Aged Residue @ 100°C AASHTO TP1  
     Dynamic Shear, 10 rad/sec  
               G*sinδ and δ @T °C,  
               kPa 
AASHTP TP5 <5000 kPa 
        25°C
1333 
     Creep Stiffness and m-value 
     60 sec @ T°C 
AASHTO TP1 S <300 Mpa  
m>.300, -12°C 
S = 152 
M = 0.359





Table 4.3  PG Grading of Binder Source I (PG 64-22), as Provided by the Supplier 
 
unable to be continued due to workability issues.  Fine aggregate materials clumped 
together with the polymers resulting in segregation of the mix.  Another observation 
made for the polymer percentages greater than 1% was that accurate results of bulk 
specific gravity of the specimens could not be obtained.  The recycled polyethylene 
separated from the mix when compacted in the gyratory compactor and coated samples, 
making the sample impervious so that submerged weights could not be accurately 




Test Method Specifications Test Results
Unaged Asphalt    
     Penetration@77°F, 100g, 5 sec.  AASHTO T49 Report 70 
     Viscosity @ 140°F, Poise AASHTO T202 Report 2127 
     Specific Gravity@15°C  AASHTO T228 Report 1.032 
     Specific Gravity@25°C AASHTO T229 Report 1.034 
     API  Gravity Calculated Report 5.602 
     LBS./Gal ASTM TABLE B Report 8.688 
     Flash Point, °C ASTM T48 >230°C 316 
     Viscosity (Brookfield)@135°C ASTM D4402 < 3 Pa-s 0..478 
     Viscosity (Brookfield)@170°C ASTM D4402 < 3 Pa-s ..153 
     Dynamic Shear, 10 rad/sec  
               G*sinδ and δ @T °C, kPa
AASHTO TP5 >1.00 kPa 
        64°C
1.29 
RTFO Aged Residue AASHTO T240   
     Mass Change, % AASHTO T240 < 1.0 wt.% 0.039 
     Dynamic Shear, 10 rad/sec  
               G*sinδ and δ @T °C, kPa
AASHTO TP5 >2.20 kPa 
        64°C
3.60 
PAV Aged Residue @ 100°C AASHTO TP1  
     Dynamic Shear, 10 rad/sec  
               G*sinδ and δ @T °C, kPa
AASHTP TP5 <5000 kPa 
        25°C
3896 
     Creep Stiffness and m-value 
     60 sec @ T°C 
AASHTO TP1 S <300 Mpa  
m>.300, -12°C 
S = 170 
M = 0.334







The blending time required is dependent on the size of the polymer particles and 
the degree of dispersion of the polymer particles within the binder.  During the 
preliminary study, blending times of 1 hour, 2 hours, 6 hours, and 12 hours, were 
investigated.  No combination of the blending times or temperature increase resulted in 
improved compatibility of the modified polyethylene and binder.  However, it was 
decided to continue the investigation of modified-binder aggregate mixtures for possible 
differences between the modified polymers and unmodified polymers.  Agitation was 
continued throughout all experiments to keep the polyethylene systems suspended before 
they were used in different testing procedures.     
 Hydrophilically-Enhanced Polymers 
 
There were several factors considered in developing the hydrophilically-enhanced 
polymers as a binder additive.  These factors included the amount of hydrophilic reaction 
sites along the surface of the polyethylene, the type of hydrophilic reaction site on the 
surface, the diameter, and the length of the polyethylene.  Preliminary investigations 
indicated that length and diameter of the fibers were not as important as the ability of the 
polymer to be ground.  The pellet form of the polymer provided an economically-sound 
choice as well as the ability to be ground to the required fineness.  In this experiment, the 
recycled polyethylene was ground to -20 mesh material. 
In this research, a linear low-density polyethylene (LLDPE) was subjected to the 
process and methods described for liquid phosphonylation.  The liquid phase 





also due the ease of disposing of waste materials used to carry out the reactions necessary 
to phosphonylate the polyethylene.  The liquid phosphonylation process resulted in the 
20% surface phosphonylation.  The liquid phosphonylation process also allowed for 
greater production, which was required to produce the necessary quantities of 
phosphonylated polyethylene for the various experiments carried out during this research.   
To phosphonylate the surface of the polyethylene, 500 grams of polyethylene was 
placed in a glass reaction vessel containing 90 percent (by volume) carbon tetrachloride 
and 10 percent (by volume) phosphorus trichloide.  Oxygen was dispersed through the 
solution at a pressure of about 10 mm of Hg for four hours at 25°C.  After 
phosphonylation, the film was submerged for one hour in carbon tetrachloride, followed 
by a thorough rinsing, initially in carbon tetrachloride and then in acetone.  Finally, the 
phosphonylated polyethylene was washed and rinsed in distilled water and dried under 
vacuum. 
The phosphonylated polyethylene surfaces were characterized using EDX (energy 
dispersive x-ray) and IR (Infrared) spectra.  The presence of both phosphorus and 
chlorine at approximately a 1:2 ratio confirmed phosphonylation at a twenty percent rate 
of the polyethylene surface. 
 The phosphonyl chloride groups on the polyethylene surface were converted to 
phophonic acid as follows.  The phosphonylated polyethylene was placed in hydrochloric 
acid (37 percent) in an unagitated state at 25° C for eight hours.  The polyethylene was 
then rinsed in distilled water and dried under vacuum.  The presence of phosphonic acid 





Three different types of reaction sites were investigated (Figure 3.1).  The first 
step was the phosphonylation of the polyethylene (Figure 3.2).  When this 
phosphonylated polyethylene is quenched in water, the product interacts with mineral 
components of the mixes as an acidic binder.  If the phosphonylated polymer is quenched 
in an amine type solution, the product behaves as a relatively basic binder.  Should the 
amine solution be replaced by hexamethylene diamine (HMD), a third product will be 
obtained with strong base characteristics.  These different types of reaction sites along the 
surface of the polymer were investigated using Tunnicliff and Root Moisture 
Conditioning procedures for determining Dry ITS, Wet ITS, and TSR.  All additives 
produced equally improved results in the preliminary analysis.  The acidic binder was 
deemed most appropriate due to ease of production.  
Optimum Binder Contents 
 The aggregate blends were designed to meet Superpave requirements for a 19.5 
mm asphaltic concrete mix.  The aggregates were obtained from two sources designated 
as B and L in this paper.  Aggregate B is not a strip-prone aggregate, while source L is 
known to be very sensitive to moisture.  The required gradation for the aggregate source 
B (19.5 mm Superpave mix) was obtained by using a combination of #67 stone, #789 
stone, washed screenings, and regular screenings. The required gradation for the source L 
was obtained by using a combination of #6M stone, #789 stone, washed screenings, and 
regular screenings. South Carolina Department of Transportation (SCDOT) specification 






concrete mix were followed (Table 4.4).  Chemical analysis of these aggregate sources, 
as given by the supplier, is listed in Table 4.5. 
 
Table 4.4  SCDOT Superpave Specifications for Coarse and (Fine) Aggregates 












<0.3 55/-  (-)** -/-  (-)+ - 40 
<1 65/-  (40) -/-  (-) - 40 
<3 75/-  (40) 50/-  (40) 10 40 
<10 85/80  (45) 60/-  (40) 10 45 
<30 95/90  (45) 80/75  (45) 10 45 
<100 100/100  (45) 95/90  (45) 10 50 
>100 100/100  (45) 100/100  (45) 10 50 
Note:  “85/80” means that 85% of the coarse aggregate has one fractured face and  
           80% has two fractured faces. 
*    30 million ESALs was used as the design level for the Superpave Mix Designs 
      conducted for this research. 
**  Criteria are presented as percent air voids in loosely compacted fine aggregate. 
***Criteria are presented as maximum percent by weight of flat and elongated  
























Table 4.5  Chemical Analysis of Aggregate Sources B and L (Provided by the Suppliers). 
 
Tables 4.6 and 4.7 show the gradation determinations for aggregate sources B and L, 
respectively.  The combined gradation for 1% recycled polyethylene and 1% 
phosphonylated recycled polyethylene are essentially the same as control because the 1% 
polyethylene systems replaced the 1% lime in the mix and no aggregate adjustments had 
to be made for aggregate combinations containing no lime.  One percent of washed 
screenings was removed from the mixes to accommodate the addition of the 1% polymer 
additives in addition to lime. Every attempt was made to keep the gradation within the 
various treatments and aggregate sources as close as possible.  
The optimum binder content was determined for the control, 1% recycled 
polyethylene, and 1% modified recycled polyethylene for 19.5 mm Superpave mixes for 
Compound B L 
 
CaCO3 37.21% - 
MgCO3 23.54% - 
SiO2 19.09% 66.61% 
Al2O3 4.55% 16.55% 
Fe2O3 3.82% 3.32% 
CaO 3.82% 2.05% 
MgO 2.32% .37% 
Na2O 1.22% 2.74% 
K2O 1.57% 5.63% 
TiO2 0.67% 0.46% 
P2O5 0.20% 0.18% 
MnO 0.07% 0.10% 
Loss on Ignition 0.43% 0.67% 





the various binder sources and aggregate combinations and treatments.  The optimum 
asphalt contents for all combinations were within two-tenths.  Therefore, the decision was 
made to make all specimens at the control optimum binder content to try and limit the 
variability among specimens.  The   optimum asphalt content was 4.6% by weight of the 
mix for mixtures made with aggregate source B (control) and 4.8% for the mixes 





  Table 4.6  Mix Design Data for Aggregate Source B, 19.5 mm Superpave Mix (Control) 
 
 
 Aggregate  
Source 
Aggregate Type % Aggregate Ap. Sp. Gr.
1 Blacksburg #67 Stone 35 2.84 
2 Blacksburg #78M Stone 39 2.84 
3 Blacksburg Regular Screenings 10 2.84 
4 Blacksburg Manufactured Sand 15 2.84 
5 Tenn-Lutrell Hydrated Lime 1 2.25 
SIEVE Gradation COMB.   
 1 2 3 4 5 GRAD. TARGET LIMIT 
1” – 25.0 mm 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
3/4” / 19.0 
mm 
98.7 100 100 100 100 99.6 100 100 – 90
1/2" / 12.5 mm 47.3 100 100 100 100 81.5 99  
3/8” /  9.5 mm 8.9 87.4 100 100 100 63.3 72  
#4 / 4.75 mm 6.1 26.6 100 99.4 100 31.7 55 20.0–32.0
# 8 / 2.36 mm 4.8 4.9 96.2 91.5 100 21.3 26 ≤ 22.0
#16 / 1.18 mm 2.6 3.0 66.2 54.7 100 15.8 20 12.0–18.0
# 30 / 0.60 
mm 
1.9 2.1 51.8 33.1 100 11.1 16 ≤ 14.0
# 50 / 0.30 
mm 
1.4 1.3 42.3 19.8 100 8.2 10  
#100 / .075 
mm 
.7 .9 33.9 10.9 100 5.8 5 2.0 – 6.0
#200 / .075 
mm 
4.6 4.2  33.9 10.9 80 4.8 4 2.0 – 6.0
AC CONTENT 4.6 4.2-5.0
% AIR VOIDS 4.09  
% VMA 14.82  
PERCENT BINDER 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0
MAXIMUM SPECIFIC GRAVITY 2.675 2.653 2.631 2.610
BULK SPECIFIC GRAVITY 2.464 2.511 2.532 2.522
% AIR VOIDS IN TOTAL MIX 7.87 5.35 3.78 3.39
% VMA 16.19 15.03 14.77 15.55
% VOIDS FILLED 51.37 64.44 74.41 78.21
 
EFFECTIVE SPECIFIC GRAVITY:  2.837 TSR (%):  94.1  
TYPE AND GRADE OF BINDER: 
I PG 64-22 







Table 4.7  Mix Design Data for Aggregate Source L, 19.5 mm Superpave Mix (Control) 
 
 Aggregate  
Source 
Aggregate Type % Aggregate Ap. Sp. Gr.
1 Liberty #6M Stone 45 2.69 
2 Liberty #789 Stone 32 2.69 
3 Liberty Regular Screenings 10 2.69 
4 Liberty Manufactured Sand 12 2.69 
5 Liberty Hydrated Lime 1 2.25 
SIEVE Gradation COMB.   
 1 2 3 4 5 GRAD. TARGET LIMIT 
1” / 25.0 mm 100 100 100 100 100 100 100  
3/4”/19.0 mm 98 100 100 100 100 99 99 100
1/2" / 12.5 
mm 
37.9 100 100 100 100 72 72 100 – 90
3/8” /  9.5 
mm 
8.0 90.0 100 100 100 55 55  
#4 / 4.75 mm 6.6 36.7 100 99.8 100 38 38  
# 8 / 2.36 mm 5.0 7.9 92.1 94.6 100 26 26 20.0– 32.0
#16 / 1.18 
mm 
4.0 5.0 73.0 70.0 100 20 20 ≤ 22.0
# 30 / 0.60 
mm 
2.8 3.2 57.6 53.7 100 15 16 12.0–18.0
# 50 / 0.30 
mm 
2.0 2.0 39.0 27.0 100 10 10 ≤ 14.0
#100 / .075 
mm 
1.6 1.6 23.1 7.3 100 5.4 5  
#200 / .075 
mm 
0.9 0.9 13.0 4.0 80 3.27 4 2.0 – 6.0
AC CONTENT 4.8 4.4 – 5.2
% AIR VOIDS 4.01  
% VMA 14.21  
PERCENT BINDER 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0
MAXIMUM SPECIFIC GRAVITY 2.519 2.501 2.482 2.464
BULK SPECIFIC GRAVITY 2.405 2.404 2.428 2.439
% AIR VOIDS IN TOTAL MIX 7.03 5.53 4..88 3.38
% VMA 13.6 13.8 14.3 13.90
% VOIDS FILLED 62.18 67.21 72.88 84.35
DESIGN DUST TO ASPHALT RATIO:  .74 
EFFECTIVE SPECIFIC GRAVITY:  2.679 TSR (%):  85.6 WET ITS 
(kPa):   636.4
TYPE AND GRADE OF BINDER:  
Binder I PG 64-22 






Investigations into the form of virgin polyethylene that were appropriate for 
blending with binder were conducted.  Initially, virgin Polyethylene was obtained in the 
form of fibers and pellets.  The fibers came in different deniers.  The fibers were then cut 
into different lengths  (1", 1/2", and 1/4").  The fibers were then ground to minus 20 mesh 
using liquid nitrogen and a Wiley mill using a #20 mesh screen.  The virgin polyethylene 
pellets were 1/4 inch in diameter when received and then were ground to  
-20 mesh material as well.   Polymer fibers as pellets were frozen using liquid nitrogen 
and then ground in a Wiley mill. 
The various forms of the polyethylene were then blended with two binders and 
two aggregate sources at optimum asphalt contents determined previously using the Dry 
and Wet production processes to produce Marshall specimens with 7 ± 1 percent air 
voids.  These Marshall samples were then subjected to the Tunnicliff and Root Moisture 
conditioning procedures (ASTM T-283).  From these investigations, it was determined 
that the smaller the virgin polyethylene particle, the better the polymer blended with 
binder regardless of the form it was received.  This was consistent with findings 
throughout the literature regarding the use of utilizing polyethylene. 
Compatibility 
Compatibility is the measure of a polymer’s resistance to separate when blended 
within binder.  The “Cigar Tube Test”, ASTM D5976-96, was to be employed to 
determine if compatibility was indeed achieved.  However, visual inspection was enough 





were storage stable.  Various blending times (1hr, 2hrs, 6hrs, 12hrs) were investigated as 
well as mixing temperatures (325°F, 350°F, 375°F).  None of the combinations of mixing 
time, temperature, or modified polymer additives were compatible.  However, it was 
decided to pursue the experimentation process to determine if reactions between the 
polymer combinations and binder and/or aggregates could be verified. Experiments were 
completed by constantly agitating the binder. 
Moisture Susceptibility of Binder-Aggregate Combinations 
The Tunnicliff and Root moisture conditioning procedures (ASTM D4867) were 
conducted on the Marshall specimens using optimum binder contents as determined using 
the Superpave mix design system. The Tunnicliff and Root procedures gave an indication 
of the level of moisture susceptibility of various additives. Results were evaluated by 
comparing control, recycled polyethylene, and phosphonylated recycled polyethylene 
made with the Dry and Wet Processes with and without lime using two binder sources 
and two aggregate sources. Five dry and five wet samples were made for each 
combination. 
Though recycled polymer additives were found to be incompatible, it was decided 
to agitate the polymer and binder and blend this modified binder with the aggregate 
sources to investigate moisture susceptibility of asphalt mixtures using Tunnicliff and 














 A Complete Random Design (CRD) was selected as the statistical experimental 
design for binder-aggregate combination experiments (moisture susceptibility) because in 
all cases the experimental units are essentially homogeneous, that is, the variation among 
them is small.  The various experiments were assessed using Analysis of Variance 
(ANOVA) with calculations performed by Statistical Analysis System (SAS) procedure 
General Linear Model.  The null hypotheses in all experiments were that no differences 
between the control, recycled polyethylene, and phosphonylated recycled polyethylene 
exist.  The alternate hypothesis was that at least one mean was different.   If the null 
hypothesis was rejected, the Least Significant Difference (LSD) test was employed to 
determine differences between the means. 
 Figure 5.1 represents the experimental design for determining compatibility of the 
various recycled polyethylene treatments blended with two binder sources conducted 
during the preliminary study.  Five treatments (Control, 3% unmodified polyethylene, 3% 
Hexamethylene modified polyethylene, 3% Amine modified polyethylene, and base 
modified polyethylene) were blended at one hour, two hours, six hours, and twelve hours, 
respectively.  Blending times greater than twelve hours were not considered because 
blending times longer than twelve hours would not be economically feasible in actual 
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375 °F) were investigated.  Temperatures greater than 375 °F were not investigated due 
to potential oxidation of the binders.  Two replications were made for each experimental 
unit.  A total of 240 specimens were prepared and tested in this experiment. 
 Figure 5.2 presents the experimental design for the moisture susceptibility 
analysis of binder-aggregate combinations evaluating control, unmodified polyethylene, 
and modified polyethylene treatments using the dry and wet production processes with 
and without lime.  Two binders, two aggregate sources, three treatments, the addition of 
lime or no lime, and two production processes were investigated in this experiment.  Five 
replications were prepared and blended for each experimental unit.  Each specimen was 
randomly selected.  The experiment was blocked by production process.  Twenty-four 
specimens were made during a day’s production.  A total of two hundred and forty 

































Binder Source I Aggregate Source L Aggregate Source B 
No Lime Lime 
Same Testing 
Procedures as 
Aggregate Source B 
Same Testing 
Procedures as Lime 
1% Unmodified 
Recycled  Polyethylene 
Blended Using the Dry 
and Wet Processes 
1% Phosphonylated 
Recycled Polyethylene 
Quenched in Water 
Blended Using the Dry 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
Statistical Considerations 
Results of the various experiments are displayed in graphical form so that general 
trends can be observed.  Results of the indirect tensile tests have been compared by 
statistical analysis with a 5% level of significance (0.05 probability of a Type I error).  It 
is noted that for these comparisons, in which all specimens were produced at optimum 
asphalt content, the effects caused by the polymer variables include the effects of the 
different optimum asphalt contents between two aggregate sources.   The use of a 
randomized block experimental design with days of production as the blocks proved to be 
advantageous because blocking in this manner isolated variation between days of 
production.   
Tensile strength retained (TSR) values are calculated as ratio of Wet ITS to Dry 
ITS.  To generate independent TSR values, a random Wet ITS value was compared to a 
random Dry ITS value for the same binder, aggregate, and additive type (n=5).  These 
independent TSR values for each binder, aggregate, and additive type were then analyzed 
using ANOVA described in the previous chapter.  
Tables indicating significance comparison between the mixing combinations of 
asphalt cement, aggregate, and treatments in the moisture susceptibility experiment are 
included in Appendix A.  Appendix B includes the individual statistical analysis for each 
combination including means, standard deviations, coefficient of variation, and standard 






 Tunnicliff and Root moisture conditioning procedures were conducted on 
Marshall specimens made with the Superpave gradations for control, recycled 
polyethylene, and modified recycled polyethylene at the optimum asphalt contents. These 
samples were made with and without lime using the Dry (1% recycled polyethylene 
treatment to aggregate) and Wet processes (3% recycled polyethylene treatment by 
weight of the binder).  Table 6.1 contains the ANOVA table for the moisture 
susceptibility experiment.  The following sections are results as interpreted by the Dry 



















Table 6.1  ANOVA Table for Indirect Tensile Strength Determined Using Tunnicliff and 
Root Moisture Conditioning Procedures for Marshall Specimens. 
Source DF Type III SS F Value Pr>F 
ACS 1 192006.3 1608.6 .0001
AGS 1 62551.7 524.1 .0001
ACS*AGS 1 92.5 0.77 .3794
LIME 1 6075.1 50.9 .0001
ACS*LIME 1 25519.1 213.8 .0001
AGS*LIME 1 22337.0 187.1 .0001
ACS*AGS*LIME 1 4043.8 33.88 .0001
COND 1 12232.4 102.5 .0001
ACS*COND 1 5268.2 44.1 .0001
AGS*COND 1 182.2 1.53 .2177
ACS*AGS*COND 1 1084.4 9.09 .0028
LIME*COND 1 2653.9 22.23 .0001
ACS*LIME*COND 1 836.8 7.01 .0085
AGS*LIME*COND 1 1210.1 10.14 .0016
ACS*AGS*LIME*COND 1 562.9 4.72 .0307
TRT 4 38176.8 79.96 .0001
ACS*TRT 4 60421.5 126.55 .0001
AGS*TRT 4 14491.3 30.35 .0001
ACS*AGS*TRT 4 2631.9 5.51 .0003
LIME*TRT 4 16678.9 34.93 .0001
ACS*LIME*TRT 4 23204.9 48.60 .0001
AGS*LIME*TRT 4 11982.9 25.1 .0001
ACS*AGS*LIME*TRT 4 8406.2 17.61 .0001
COND*TRT 4 7661.4 16.05 .0001
ACS*COND*TRT 4 13856.3 29.02 .0001
AGS*COND*TRT 4 4279.7 8.96 .0001
ACS*AGS*COND*TRT 4 3504.3 7.34 .0001
LIME*COND*TRT 4 3746.6 7.85 .0001
ACS*LIME*COND*TRT 4 734.2 1.54 .1911
AGS*LIME*COND*TRT 4 22461.3 47.05 .0001
ACS*AGS*LIME*COND*TRT 4 7259.5 15.2 .0001
Dependent Variable = ITS 
Source  DF  Sum of Squares  F-Value  Pr>F 
Model   79  586930.64   62.24   .0001 
Error  301  35927.5    
Corrected 
Total  380  622858.17 
ACS=Asphalt Cement Source     AGS=Aggregate Source   Lime=Lime or No Lime 





For example, Table 6.1 indicates that Binder Source by Lime by Condition by Treatment 
(ACS* Lime * Cond) is significant indicating that at least one mean, if not more, is 
significantly different from the control means.     
Effects of Treatments 
Control verses Unmodified Recycled Polyethylene 
 Figures 6.1-6.8 depict the Dry ITS, Wet ITS and TSR values of specimens made 
with two aggregate sources and two binders using the Dry and Wet production processes.  
In these graphs and for the figures followed, any two bars with at least one similar letter 
are not significantly different at the 5% level.  In addition, significance comparisons are 
made only between consecutive touching bars (e.g., DRY ITS LCW specimens made 
with lime compared to samples without lime).     
Dry ITS:  
 In 3 out of 8 cases, the Dry ITS values of specimens made with unmodified 
polyethylene without lime using the various combinations of aggregates, binders, and 
production processes (Wet and Dry) were significantly higher than control specimens 
made without lime.  In one case, the control specimens made without lime was 
significantly higher than unmodified polyethylene specimens made without lime.  In the 
remaining 4 cases, there were no statistical differences.   
 In 4 out of 8 cases, the Dry ITS values of specimens made with unmodified 
polyethylene were significantly higher than control specimens made with lime.  In 1 case, 






unmodified polyethylene specimens made with lime.  In the remaining three cases, there  
were no statistical differences detected.   
Wet ITS:   
 In 6 out of 8 cases, the Wet ITS values of specimens made with unmodified 






































Figure 6.1  Dry ITS, Wet ITS, and TSR of Marshall Specimens Made With Aggregate 
Source B and Binder Source C PG 64-22 With Control, Unmodified PE, and Modified 







































Figure 6.2  Dry ITS, Wet ITS, and TSR of Marshall Specimens Made With Aggregate 
Source B and Binder Source I PG 64-22 With Control, Unmodified PE, and Modified PE 








































Figure 6.3  Dry ITS, Wet ITS, and TSR of Marshall Specimens Made With Aggregate 
Source B and Binder Source C PG 64-22 With Control, Unmodified PE, and Modified 











































Figure 6.4  Dry ITS, Wet ITS, and TSR of Marshall Specimens Made With Aggregate 
Source L and Binder Source I PG 64-22 With Control, Unmodified PE, and Modified PE 





































Figure 6.5  Dry ITS, Wet ITS, and TSR of Marshall Specimens Made With Aggregate 
Source L and Binder Source C PG 64-22 With Control, Unmodified PE, and Modified PE 















































Figure 6.6  Dry ITS, Wet ITS, and TSR of Marshall Specimens Made With Aggregate 
Source L and Binder Source I PG 64-22 With Control, Unmodified PE, and Modified PE 







































Figure 6.7  Dry ITS, Wet ITS, and TSR of Marshall Specimens Made With Aggregate 
Source L and Binder Source C PG 64-22 With Control, Unmodified PE, and Modified PE 







































Figure 6.8  Dry ITS, Wet ITS, and TSR of Marshall Specimens Made With Aggregate 
Source B and Binder Source I PG 64-22 With Control, Unmodified PE, and Modified PE 
as Treatments Using the Dry Process (n=4 or 5)  
 
production processes (Wet and Dry) was significantly higher than control specimens  
made without lime.  In one case, the control specimens made without lime produced 
significantly higher Wet ITS values.  In addition, the results indicated that in one case 
there was no difference. 
 In 7 out of 8 cases, the Wet ITS values of specimens made with unmodified 
polyethylene with lime using the various combinations of aggregates, binders, and 
production processes (Wet and Dry) were significantly higher than control specimens 
made with lime.  In one case control specimens made with lime had significantly higher 








 In 5 out of 8 cases, the TSR values of specimens made with unmodified 
polyethylene without lime using the various combinations of aggregates, binders, and 
production processes (Wet and Dry) were significantly higher than control specimens 
made without lime.  In one case, the control specimens made without lime produced a 
significantly higher TSR value than an unmodified polyethylene specimens made without 
lime.   In two cases, there was no difference observed. 
 In 2 out of 8 cases, the TSR Values of specimens made with unmodified 
polyethylene with lime using the various combinations of aggregates, binders, and 
production processes (Wet and Dry) were significantly higher than control specimens 
made with lime.  In three cases, control specimens made with lime had significantly 
higher TSR values than unmodified recycled polyethylene made with lime. 
 These trends indicate that the addition of the unmodified polyethylene to 
specimens made with and without lime using the various combinations of aggregates, 
binders, and production processes (Wet and Dry) improved the Dry ITS, Wet ITS and 
TSR values when compared to control specimens.  This confirms the findings by other 
researchers that the addition of polymers to asphalt mixes enhances the performance of 
these modified mixtures. 
Control verses Modified Recycled Polyethylene 
Dry ITS:  
 In 6 out of 8 cases, the Dry ITS values of specimens made with modified 





production processes (Wet and Dry) were significantly higher than control specimens 
made without lime.  In one case, the control specimens made without lime produced Dry 
ITS values that were significantly higher than modified polyethylene specimens made 
without lime.  In the remaining case, there was no difference determined.   
 In 3 out of 8 cases, the Dry ITS values of specimens made with modified 
polyethylene were significantly higher than control specimens made with lime.  In one 
case, control specimens made with lime was significantly higher than modified 
polyethylene specimens made with lime.  In the remaining four cases, there was no 
difference determined.   
Wet ITS:   
 In all cases, the Wet ITS values of specimens made with modified polyethylene 
without lime using the various combinations of aggregates, binders, and production 
processes (Wet and Dry) were significantly higher than control specimens made without 
lime.   
 In 4 out of 8 cases, the Wet ITS values of specimens made with modified 
polyethylene with lime using the various combinations of aggregate, binders, and 
production processes (Wet and Dry) were significantly higher than control specimens 
made with lime.  In two cases, control specimens made with lime had significantly higher 
Wet ITS values than modified polyethylene specimens made with lime.  In the remaining 








 In 6 out of 8 cases, the TSR values of specimens made with modified 
polyethylene without lime using the various combinations of aggregates, binders, and 
production processes (Wet and Dry) were significantly higher than control specimens 
made without lime.  In two cases, no difference was determined. 
 In 2 out of 8 cases, the TSR values of specimens made with modified 
polyethylene with lime using the various combinations of aggregates, binders, and 
production processes (Wet and Dry) were significantly higher than control specimens 
made with lime.  In two cases, control specimens made with lime had significantly higher 
TSR values than modified recycled polyethylene made with lime.  In the remaining four 
cases, there was no difference determined between control specimens made with lime and 
modified recycled polyethylene made with lime. 
Unmodified Recycled Polyethylene verses Modified Recycled Polyethylene- Dry ITS 
 In 3 out of 8 cases, the Dry ITS values of specimens made with unmodified 
polyethylene without lime were significantly higher than modified polyethylene made 
without lime.  In 3 out of 8 cases, the Dry ITS values of modified polyethylene made 
without lime were significantly higher than unmodified polyethylene made without lime.  
In two cases, no differences could be determined between the Dry ITS values of the 
specimens made with unmodified and modified polyethylene without lime.   
 In 1 out of 8 cases, the Dry ITS values of specimens made with unmodified 
polyethylene with lime was significantly higher than respective Dry ITS values of 





of specimens made with modified polyethylene with lime was significantly higher than 
the Dry ITS of specimens made with unmodified polyethylene with lime.  There were no 
differences that could be determined between the Dry ITS values of specimens made with 
unmodified polyethylene and modified polyethylene made with lime in 6 out of 8 cases. 
Unmodified Recycled Polyethylene verses Modified Recycled Polyethylene-Wet ITS 
 In 3 out of 8 cases, the Wet ITS values of specimens made with unmodified 
polyethylene without lime was significantly higher than Wet ITS values of specimens 
made with modified polyethylene without lime.  In 3 out of 8 cases, the Wet ITS values 
of specimens made with modified polyethylene without lime was significantly higher 
than Wet ITS values of specimens made with unmodified polyethylene without lime.  In 
two cases, there was no difference between the Wet ITS values of specimens made with 
unmodified and modified polyethylene without lime.  These results indicate that it may 
be possible to chemically modify polymers to address moisture susceptibility issues. 
 In 4 out of 8 cases, Wet ITS values of specimens made with unmodified 
polyethylene with lime was significantly higher than modified polyethylene made with 
lime.  In one case, Wet ITS values of specimens made with modified polyethylene with 
lime was significantly higher than Wet ITS values of specimens made with unmodified 
polyethylene with lime.  In three cases, no differences between Wet ITS values of 
specimens made with unmodified and modified polyethylene with lime was observed. 
Unmodified Recycled Polyethylene verses Modified Recycled Polyethylene- TSR 
 In 3 out of 8 cases, TSR values of specimens made without lime and unmodified 





polyethylene.  In 2 out of 8 cases, TSR values of specimens made with modified 
polyethylene was significantly higher than TSR values of specimens made with 
unmodified polyethylene without lime.  In 3 out of 8 cases, no difference was determined 
for TSR values of specimens made with unmodified and modified polyethylene without 
lime.   
 In 2 out of 8 cases, TSR values of specimens made with unmodified polyethylene 
made with lime was significantly higher than modified polyethylene with lime.  In two 
cases, modified polyethylene specimens made with lime significantly outperformed 
unmodified polyethylene specimens made with lime.  In 4 out of 8 cases no difference 
between TSR values of specimens made with unmodified and modified polyethylene 
with lime were determined.  These trends, in general, indicate that the modified recycled 
polyethylene was effective in some cases in improving moisture susceptibility. 
General Discussions - Treatments: 
 The results indicated that the asphalt mixtures made with aggregate source B 
benefited (improved Dry ITS, Wet ITS, and TSR values) from the addition of modified 
polyethylene compared to unmodified polyethylene.  Modified polyethylene specimens 
were stronger than unmodified polyethylene in four out of eight cases when analyzing 
Dry and Wet ITS together.  In the remaining four cases, there were no statistical 
differences determined.   
 Aggregate source B contains greater than 50% calcium carbonate.  From the 
literature [Little, et. al, 2005] – the following formulas can be used to explain the data.     






Add binder with carboxylic acids as the primary binder functional group. 
 
AGG – Ca – OH – OH – P(O)+ + -OOC-R → AGG – Ca-OH-OH-P(O)+ ≈ -OOC-R 
 Figures 6.9 to 6.12 also provide significant evidence that modified polyethylene 
specimens made with aggregate source B aggregates performed significantly better when 
lime (Ca(OH)2) was not present.  Peterson’s and Plancher’s (1998) research suggests that 
it does matter which functional group bonds with the aggregate surface first.  It is 
hypothesized that lime used in the present research reacted with the aggregate surface 
first blocking reaction sites from bonding with the modified polyethylene P(O)(OH)2.  
Therefore, the modified polyethylene would not react and the bond strength between the  
binder and the aggregate surface would not be increased compared to the non-reactive, 
non polar unmodified polyethylene.  This theory would fit the data obtained. 
AGG - Ca+ + Ca(OH)2 → AGG – Ca – OH – OH – Ca+ 
     It is apparent in Figures 6.9 to 6.12 that aggregate source L did not benefit from 
the addition of modified polyethylene specimens compared to unmodified polyethylene 
specimens.  Aggregate source L is made up of 66% silicates and 0% carbonates.  When 
hydrated lime is present in the absence of carbonates, water is the only reaction formed.  
From the literature [Little, et. al, 2005] the following formula can be used to explain the 
data. 
 AGG – SiO4- + H+ + P(O)(OH)2 → H2O + SiO4- + POOH- + H2 
 The results indicate that reactions were taking place when using the modified 























































Figure 6.9  Dry ITS, Wet ITS, and TSR of Marshall Specimens Made With Aggregate 
Source B and Binder Source C PG 64-22 With Control, Unmodified PE, and Modified 



















































Figure 6.10  Dry ITS, Wet ITS, and TSR of Marshall Specimens Made With Aggregate 
Source B and Binder Source I PG 64-22 With Control, Unmodified PE, and Modified PE 

























































Figure 6.11  Dry ITS, Wet ITS, and TSR of Marshall Specimens Made With Aggregate 
Source B and Binder Source C PG 64-22 With Control, Unmodified PE, and Modified 























































Figure 6.12  Dry ITS, Wet ITS, and TSR of Marshall Specimens Made With Aggregate 
Source B and Binder Source I PG 64-22 With Control, Unmodified PE, and Modified PE 





absence of lime.  “It is assumed that the mechanism by which hydrated lime improves the 
moisture susceptibility of the HMA involves a chemical interaction between the calcium 
in the lime with the silicates in the aggregate” [Selim 1997].  This chemical reaction will 
produce reaction sites for the binder to react with.  When lime is present, there is more 
competition for the reaction sites (silicates) on the surface of the aggregate B.  The 
reactive charges (P(O)(OH)2) on the modified recycled polyethylene backbone do not 
have enough chemical interactions to change the moisture susceptibility compared to 
unmodified polyethylene specimens when lime is present due to lime reacting with the 
silicates (19% for Aggregate B).  When lime is not present, there are enough reaction 
sites on the surface of the aggregate B that the addition of modified recycled polyethylene 
to lab specimens modified the moisture susceptibility compared to unmodified recycled 
polyethylene specimens through increase bond strength between the aggregate surface 
and the binder. 
 Aggregate source L, compared to source B, did not benefit (Dry ITS, Wet ITS, 
and TSR values) greatly from the addition of modified recycled polyethylene compared 
to the unmodified polyethylene specimens.  Aggregate source B aggregates contains 60% 
percent of carbonates compared to source L.  This lack of carbonates in aggregate source 
L explains why the modified recycled polyethylene and also lime did not significantly 
improve the moisture susceptibility of aggregate source L.  This aggregate source simply 
does not have the surface reaction sites for lime and modified recycled polyethylene to 






 Though this data is limited to two asphalt binders and two aggregate sources, 
there is enough evidence to conclude that the surface activated recycled polyethylene 
reacted with silicates on the aggregate surface of aggregate source B.  This also means 
that it is possible to design a polymer with reaction sites on the backbone that will react 
with the other components of the bituminous mixture, in particular, the aggregate surface.  
To maximize the beneficial properties, the polymer modification would have to be 
designed for an individual binder and aggregate source. 
Binder Sources 
 
 In Figures 6.13 to 6.20 Dry ITS, Wet ITS, and TSR values of Marshall specimens 
are depicted with the binder sources as the statistical grouping for the bar charts.  In 65 
out of a possible 72 comparisons for Dry ITS, Wet ITS, and TSR values of specimens 
made with PG 64-22 binder source I was significantly different (higher) from specimens 
made with source II.  The following is a possible explanation for these differences.  
Georgia Department of Transportation requires a PG 67-22 grade of binder by including 
within their binder specification a minimum phase angle requirement as measured by the 
Dynamic Shear Rheometer.  Binder source I produces the PG 67-22 for Georgia while 
selling the same binder for the PG 64-22 requirement in South Carolina.  Binder source II 
meets only the requirements for a PG 64-22 binder.  Generally, higher graded binders are 
stiffer than lower graded binders.  This increased stiffness of the PG 67-22 compared to 
PG 64-22 might explain the increased indirect tensile strength ratios measured for binder 







In Figures 6.21 to 6.28, Dry ITS, Wet ITS, and TSR values of Marshall Specimens are 
depicted with aggregate sources as the statistical grouping for the bar charts.  In 62 out of 
a possible 72 comparisons for Dry ITS, Wet ITS, and TSR of aggregate source B is either 
equal to or significantly higher than aggregate source L.  One additional explanation for 
these differences is that the source B had higher angularity measurements than source L 
which accounts for the difference in ITS values between the two due to the interlocking  




















































Figure 6.13  Dry ITS, Wet ITS, and TSR of Marshall Specimens Made With Aggregate 
Source B and Binder Sources C PG 64-22 and I PG 64-22 With Control, Unmodified PE, 



























































Figure 6.14  Dry ITS, Wet ITS, and TSR of Marshall Specimens Made With Aggregate 
Source B and Binder Sources C PG64-22 and I PG 64-22 With Control, Unmodified PE, 





















































Figure 6.15  Dry ITS, Wet ITS, and TSR of Marshall Specimens Made With Aggregate 
Source B and Binder Sources C PG64-22 and I PG 64-22 With Control, Unmodified PE, 



























































Figure 6.16  Dry ITS, Wet ITS, and TSR of Marshall Specimens Made With Aggregate 
Source B and Binder Sources C PG64-22 and I PG 64-22 With Control, Unmodified PE, 


















































Figure 6.17  Dry ITS, Wet ITS, and TSR of Marshall Specimens Made With Aggregate 
Source L and Binder Sources C PG64-22 and I PG 64-22 With Control, Unmodified PE, 




























































Figure 6.18  Dry ITS, Wet ITS, and TSR of Marshall Specimens Made With Aggregate 
Source L and Binder Sources C PG64-22 and I PG 64-22 With Control, Unmodified PE, 
























































Figure 6.19  Dry ITS, Wet ITS, and TSR of Marshall Specimens Made With Aggregate 
Source L and Binder Sources C PG64-22 and I PG 64-22 With Control, Unmodified PE, 




























































Figure 6.20  Dry ITS, Wet ITS, and TSR of Marshall Specimens Made With Aggregate 
Source L and Binder Sources C PG64-22 and I PG 64-22 With Control, Unmodified PE, 















































Figure 6.21  Dry ITS, Wet ITS, and TSR of Marshall Specimens Made With Aggregate 
Sources B and L and Binder Source C PG64-22 With Control, Unmodified PE, and 



















































Figure 6.22  Dry ITS, Wet ITS, and TSR of Marshall Specimens Made With Aggregate 
Sources B and L and Binder Source C PG64-22 With Control, Unmodified PE, and 

















































Figure 6.23  Dry ITS, Wet ITS, and TSR of Marshall Specimens Made With Aggregate 
Sources B and L and Binder Source I PG 64-22 With Control, Unmodified PE, and 
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Figure 6.24  Dry ITS, Wet ITS, and TSR of Marshall Specimens Made With Aggregate 
Sources B and L and Binder Source I PG 64-22 With Control, Unmodified PE, and 


















































Figure 6.25  Dry ITS, Wet ITS, and TSR of Marshall Specimens Made With Aggregate 
Sources B and L and Binder Source C PG64-22 With Control, Unmodified PE, and 




























































Figure 6.26  Dry ITS, Wet ITS, and TSR of Marshall Specimens Made With Aggregate 
Sources B and L and Binder Source C PG64-22 With Control, Unmodified PE, and 



















































Figure 6.27  Dry ITS, Wet ITS, and TSR of Marshall Specimens Made With Aggregate 
Sources B and L and Binder Source I PG 64-22 With Control, Unmodified PE, and 





















































Figure 6.28  Dry ITS, Wet ITS, and TSR of Marshall Specimens Made With Aggregate 
Sources B and L Binder Source I PG 64-22 With Control, Unmodified PE, and Modified 
PE as Treatments Using the Wet Process With Lime (n=4 or 5) 
 
Treatments with Lime 
 In Figures 6.29 to 6.36, Dry ITS, Wet ITS, and TSR values of Marshall 
Specimens are depicted with lime as the statistical grouping for the bar charts.  Analysis 
of Figures 6.29 through 6.32 indicates that the addition of 1% lime by weight of 
aggregate did not significantly change the moisture susceptibility of aggregate source B.  
The results also indicated  that aggregate source B benefited from the addition of 
modified recycled polyethylene when compared to unmodified polyethylene.  Generally, 
aggregate B is known to be moisture resistant.  This is primarily due to the high 
percentage of carbonates (approximately 60%) in its makeup.  These carbonates react 
with the binder to improve the bond strength.  The addition of lime does not significantly 





already present on the aggregate surface.  In the case of aggregate source B, lime is likely 
not necessary as an antistrip additive due the high presence of carbonates.  
 Figures 6.33 through 6.36 indicate that in most cases the addition of lime to 
aggregate source L moderately increased moisture susceptibility as compared to 
specimens made without lime. Aggregate L contains mostly silicates with 0% carbonates.  
The addition of lime to aggregate surface creates reaction sites that the binder can react 
with.  This polar interaction helps improve the bond strength and thereby improves the 
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Figure 6.29  Dry ITS, Wet ITS, and TSR of Marshall Specimens Made With Aggregate 
Source L and Binder Sources C PG64-22 and I PG 64-22 With Control, Unmodified PE, 






















































Figure 6.30  Dry ITS, Wet ITS, and TSR of Marshall Specimens Made With Aggregate 
Source L and Binder Source I PG64-22 With Control, Unmodified PE, and Modified PE 






















































Figure 6.31  Dry ITS, Wet ITS, and TSR of Marshall Specimens Made With Aggregate 
Source L and Binder Source C PG64-22 With Control, Unmodified PE, and Modified PE 



























































Figure 6.32  Dry ITS, Wet ITS, and TSR of Marshall Specimens Made With Aggregate 
Source L and Binder Source I PG 64-22 With Control, Unmodified PE, and Modified PE 
as Treatments Using the Wet Process With and Without Lime (n=4 or 5) 
 
Dry and Wet Processes   
 In Figures 6.33 to 6.40, Dry ITS, Wet ITS, and TSR values of Marshall 
Specimens are depicted with the Process (Wet or Dry) as the statistical grouping for the 
bar charts.  In most cases there was no significant difference between the Dry and Wet 
processes.  This indicates that polymers can be added as an aggregate additive and 
produce equal results to those polymers, which are added to the binder.  Currently, most 
of polymers are added to the binder source prior to shipping to contractors.  There are 
potential cost savings due to transportation and storage issues that could be mitigated due 














































Figure 6.33  Dry ITS, Wet ITS, and TSR of Marshall Specimens Made With Aggregate 
Source B and Binder Source C PG64-22 With Control, Unmodified PE, and Modified PE 
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Figure 6.34  Dry ITS, Wet ITS, and TSR of Marshall Specimens Made With Aggregate 
Source B and Binder Source I PG 64-22 With Control, Unmodified PE, and Modified PE 
















































Figure 6.35  Dry ITS, Wet ITS, and TSR of Marshall Specimens Made With Aggregate 
Source B and Binder Source C PG64-22 With Control, Unmodified PE, and Modified PE 
as Treatments Using the Dry and Wet Processes With Lime (n=4 or 5) 














































Figure 6.36  Dry ITS, Wet ITS, and TSR of Marshall Specimens Made With Aggregate 
Source B and Binder Source I PG 64-22 With Control, Unmodified PE, and Modified PE 


















































Figure 6.37  Dry ITS, Wet ITS, and TSR of Marshall Specimens Made With Aggregate 
Source L and Binder Source C PG64-22 With Control, Unmodified PE, and Modified PE 
















































Figure 6.38  Dry ITS, Wet ITS, and TSR of Marshall Specimens Made With Aggregate 
Source L and Binder Source I PG 64-22 With Control, Unmodified PE, and Modified PE 

















































Figure 6.39  Dry ITS, Wet ITS, and TSR of Marshall Specimens Made With Aggregate 
Source L and Binder Source C PG64-22 With Control, Unmodified PE, and Modified PE 













































Figure 6.40  Dry ITS, Wet ITS, and TSR of Marshall Specimens Made With Aggregate 
Source L and Binder Source I PG 64-22 With Control, Unmodified PE, and Modified PE 












Based on the investigations described in this report, the following findings 
concerning the addition of recycled and modified recycled polyethylene to hot mix 
asphalt (HMA) mixtures are warranted. 
1. Visual inspection was adequate to verify that none of the recycled 
polyethylene combinations modified through a phosphonylation process 
including an acidic binder, moderate basic binder, and a strong basic binder, 
improved compatibility of the polymer combinations with two distinctly 
different binder sources.  Blending times as well as blending temperatures 
were significantly increased without achieving positive results. 
2. Results indicated that the finer the polyethylene polymer particles, the more 
easily they were dispersed within the binders.    
3. In the aggregate replacement experiment (Dry Process), it was determined that 
the only effective percentage of recycled polyethylene that could be used was 
1% recycled polyethylene by weight of aggregate.  Percentages greater than 
1% recycled polyethylene (e.g., 2%, 5%, and 10%) caused the fines to clump 
together causing severe segregation.  Accurate results in determining the bulk 
specific gravities of specimens made with percentages greater than 1% 






from the mix and coating samples and making the sample impervious so that 
submerged weights could not accurately be determined.   
4. The addition of 1% recycled polyethylene, either modified or unmodified, did 
significantly affect the optimum asphalt contents.  In addition, no differences 
in optimum asphalt contents were determined between the Dry and Wet 
production processes. The different binder sources used did not affect the 
optimum asphalt content for the aggregate combinations. 
5. It was found that reactions between the phosphonylated recycled polyethylene 
and the aggregate surface were taking place.  It is hypothesized that the 
phosphorous groups on the backbone of the recycled polyethylene were 
reacting in place of the Calcium that is present in lime.  This indicates that the 
interfacial surface tension can be reduced through the use of reactions site on 
the backbone of a recycled polymer. 
6. The results indicated that the sources of binder and aggregate affect the 
moisture susceptibility of the HMA mixtures. 
7. In most cases, the addition of lime did not affect moisture susceptibility of 
aggregate source B made with the various treatments and production 
processes.  This aggregate source has a significant amount of CaCO3 in its 
chemical makeup which is very reactive with asphalt binders; therefore, 
increasing the film thickness, and reducing the susceptibility to moisture 
damage.  However, in most cases, the addition of lime did enhance the 





and production processes.  This aggregate source is known to be a strip prone 
aggregate. 
8. In most cases, there were no significant differences between the Dry and Wet 
production processes (Dry – adding polymer to aggregate and Wet – adding 
polymer to the binder) for the various treatments, aggregate, and binder 
sources as measured using Tunnicliff and Root moisture conditioning 
procedures.  
Conclusions 
 On the basis of an extensive literature review and observations made in this study, 
the addition of recycled polyethylene to asphaltic concrete can be accomplished 
successfully in the lab and provides some improvements to the moisture susceptibility of 
HMA mixtures.  Results from this study indicate that a significant reduction in moisture 
susceptibility can be achieved with the addition of recycled unmodified polyethylene to 
asphalt concrete mixtures in both the Wet Process (the addition of polymers to the binder) 
and the Dry Process (the addition of polymers to the aggregate).  
 A phosphonylation process was used to place reactive sites (acid, a weak base, 
and a strong base) on the backbone of linear low-density recycled polyethylene.  The 
modification did not produce a compatible polymer additive at various blending times 
and mixing temperatures.   
 However, in some instances, the modified recycled polyethylene outperformed 
the unmodified polyethylene as measured by Dry and Wet ITS and TSR values 





interfacial surface tension was reduced by the phosphorus groups reacting with the 
aggregate surface similar to calcium which is present in lime.  Results also indicated that 
in some instances, the modified polyethylene reacted with water resulting in substantially 
lower Wet ITS results than a comparative unmodified polyethylene and control samples.  
These reactions, both negatively and positively, indicate that it is possible to modify the 
backbone of polymers with reaction sites that can be targeted for a specific aggregate and 
a specific binder source to produce the desired properties of asphaltic concrete. 
Recommendations for Future Research 
1. Expand current research to other aggregate and binder sources to determine 
the optimal polymer modification systems to reduce stripping  
2. Investigate the effectiveness of the Dry Process (addition of polymers to 
aggregate prior to blending with binder) compared to compatible polymers 
used for industry today in moisture susceptibility, rutting resistance and field 
performance. 
3. Investigate other means of modifying polyethylene and other polymers, either 
virgin or recycled, using such techniques as grafting to improve the 
compatibility of these binder-polymer combinations.  
4. Investigate various HMA mixes using latex polymers dried on the surface of 
the aggregate that contain reaction sites that will be designed to react with the 
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LEGEND FOR APPENDIX A 
 
For Tables A.1-A.60  
 
Designations either have 3 or 4 Letters.  The first letter stands for the aggregate source 
and will be either B for Blacksburg Aggregate or L for Liberty Aggregate. 
 
The second letter stands for the treatments applied to the various mixing processes, which 
include C for Control, U for Unmodified Polyethylene, and M for Phosphonylated 
Modified Polyethylene. 
 
The third letter stands for the mixing process used to make the Marshall and Superpave 
specimens, which include D for the Dry Process (Adding polymers to the aggregate 
source prior to blending with binder) and W for the Wet Process (Adding polymers to the 
binder prior to blending with aggregate). 
 
In designations that have only 3 letters the specimens are made without lime.  The fourth 





BCD – B indicates Blacksburg Aggregate; C indicates Control specimens; D 
indicates specimens were made using the Dry Process; the lack of a fourth letter 




LMWL- L indicates Liberty Aggregate; M indicates Modified Polyethylene; W 
indicates specimens were made using the Wet Process; L indicates that 1% lime by 


















“TABLES INDICATING SIGNIFICANCE COMPARISONS BETWEEN THE 
MIXING COMBINATIONS OF ASPHALT CEMENT SOURCES, AGGREGATE 
SOURCES, AND TREATMENTS IN THE VARIOUS EXPERIMENTS” 
 
Table A.1 P-Values (α=.05) for Dry Indirect Tensile Strength of Binder Source C PG  
64-22 and Aggregate Source Blacksburg with Control, Unmodified PE, Modified PE  
as Treatments Using the Dry Process. 
 
 BCDL BUD BUDL BMD BMDL 
BCD N(.0751) S(.0001) S(.0178) S(.0357) N(.0068) 
BCDL . S(.0018) N(.5514) N(.7460) S(.0001) 
BUD  . S(.0114) S(.0051) S(.0001) 
BUDL  . N(.7857) S(.0001) 
BMD  . S(.0001) 
 
Table A.2 P-Values (α=.05) for Wet Indirect Tensile Strength of Binder Source C PG  
64-22 and Aggregate Source Blacksburg with Control, Unmodified PE, Modified PE  
as Treatments Using the Dry Process. 
 
 BCDL BUD BUDL BMD BMDL 
BCD N(.3859) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) 
BCDL . S(.001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) 
BUD  . N(.7947) S(.0037) N(.9158) 
BUDL  . S(.0016) N(.8782) 
BMD  . S(.0027) 
 
Table A.3 P-Values (α=.05) for Tensile Strength Ratio of Binder Source C PG 64-22 and 
Aggregate Source Blacksburg with Control, Unmodified PE, Modified PE as Treatments 
Using the Dry Process. 
 
 BCDL BUD BUDL BMD BMDL 
BCD N(.7411) N(.1432) S(.0259) S(.0001) S(.0001) 
BCDL  N(.0765) S(.0114) S(.0001) S(.0001) 
BUD  N(.4603) S(.0122) S(.0003) 
BUDL  N(.0805) S(.0043) 










Table A.4 P-Values (α=.05) for Dry Indirect Tensile Strength of Binder Source I PG  
64-22 and Aggregate Source Blacksburg with Control, Unmodified PE, Modified PE  
as Treatments Using the Dry Process. 
 
 BCDL BUD BUDL BMD BMDL 
BCD N(.0966) N(.1652) N(.2529) S(.0001) N(.9364) 
BCDL . N(.7149) N(.5415) S(.0001) N(.0673) 
BUD  . N(.7947) S(.0001) N(.1198) 
BUDL  . S(.0001) N(.1947) 
BMD  . S(.0001) 
 
Table A.5 P-Values (α=.05) for Wet Indirect Tensile Strength of Binder Source I PG  
64-22 and Aggregate Source Blacksburg with Control, Unmodified PE, Modified PE 
as Treatments Using the Dry Process. 
 
 BCDL BUD BUDL BMD BMDL 
BCD N(.3859) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) 
BCDL . S(.001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) 
BUD  . N(.7947) S(.0037) N(.9158) 
BUDL  . S(.0016) N(.8782) 
BMD  . S(.0027) 
 
Table A.6 P-Values (α=.05) for Tensile Strength Ratio of Binder Source I PG 64-22 and 
Aggregate Source Blacksburg with Control, Unmodified PE, Modified PE as Treatments 
Using the Dry Process. 
 
 BCDL BUD BUDL BMD BMDL 
BCD N(.9160) N(.1447) N(.3173) N(.8583) N(.3167) 
BCDL  N(.1181) N(.2693) N(.7765) N(.3731) 
BUD  N(.6438) N(.1999) S(.0118) 
BUDL  N(.4109) N(.0410) 
BMD  N(.2348) 
 
Table A.7 P-Values (α=.05) for Dry Indirect Tensile Strength of Binder Source C PG  
64-22 and Aggregate Source Liberty with Control, Unmodified PE, Modified PE as 
Treatments Using the Dry Process. 
 
 LCDL LUD LUDL LMD LMDL 
LCD N(.0790) N(.1605) N(.7264) S(.0001) N(.4134) 
LCDL . S(.0022) N(.1532) S(.0001) N(.3230) 
LUD  . N(.0799) S(.0001) N(.0568) 
LUDL  . S(.0001) N(.6395) 





Table A.8 P-Values (α=.05) for Wet Indirect Tensile Strength of Binder Source C PG  
64-22 and Aggregate Source Liberty with Control, Unmodified PE, Modified PE as 
Treatments Using the Dry Process. 
 
 LCDL LUD LUDL LMD LMDL 
LCD S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0005) S(.0001) 
LCDL . S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) N(.1605) 
LUD  . N(.4610) S(.0001) S(.0001) 
LUDL  . S(.0001) S(.0010) 
LMD  . S(.0001) 
 
Table A.9 P-Values (α=.05) for Tensile Strength Ratio of Binder Source C PG 64-22 and 
Aggregate Source Liberty with Control, Unmodified PE, Modified PE as Treatments 
Using the Dry Process. 
 
 LCDL LUD LUDL LMD LMDL 
LCD S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) 
LCDL  N(.2328) N(.0645) N(.8691) N(.8293) 
LUD  N(.4817) N(.3074) N(.3333) 
LUDL  N(.0934) N(.1041) 
LMD  N(.9595) 
 
Table A.10 P-Values (α=.05) for Dry Indirect Tensile Strength of Binder Source I PG  
64-22 and Aggregate Source Liberty with Control, Unmodified PE, Modified PE as 
Treatments Using the Dry Process. 
 
 LCDL LUD LUDL LMD LMDL 
LCD N(.2658) N(.1702) N(.0513) S(.0001) S(.0001) 
LCDL . S(.0136) S(.0024) S(.0001) S(.0001) 
LUD  . N(.5611) S(.0009) S(.0133) 
LUDL  . S(.0060) N(.0574) 
LMD  . N(.3907) 
 
Table A.11 P-Values (α=.05) for Wet Indirect Tensile Strength of Binder Source IPG  
64-22 and Aggregate Source Liberty with Control, Unmodified PE, Modified PE as 
Treatments Using the Dry Process. 
 
 LCDL LUD LUDL LMD LMDL 
LCD S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) 
LCDL . N(.1977) S(.0370) N(.2207) S(.0001) 
LUD  . S(.0008) N(.9493) S(.0070) 
LUDL  . S(.0010) S(.0001) 





Table A.12 P-Values (α=.05) for Tensile Strength Ratio of Binder Source I PG 64-22 and 
Aggregate Source Liberty with Control, Unmodified PE, Modified PE as Treatments 
Using the Dry Process. 
 
 LCDL LUD LUDL LMD LMDL 
LCD S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0203) 
LCDL  S(.0001) S(.0401) S(.0001) S(.0001) 
LUD  S(.0193) S(.0043) S(.0001) 
LUDL  S(.0001) S(.0193) 
LMD  N(.0985) 
 
Table A.13 P-Values (α=.05) for Dry Indirect Tensile Strength of Binder Source C PG 
64-22 and Aggregate Source Blacksburg with Control, Unmodified PE, Modified PE as 
Treatments Using the Wet Process. 
 
 BCWL BUW BUWL BMW BMWL 
BCW N(.0751) N(.0751) N(.0641) S(.0229) S(.0268) 
BCWL . S(.0025) S(.0003) N(.5469) S(.0001) 
BUW  . N(.7027) S(.0006) N(.4668) 
BUWL  . S(.0001) N(.7134) 
BMW  . S(.0001) 
 
Table A.14 P-Values (α=.05) for Wet Indirect Tensile Strength of Binder Source C PG 
64-22 and Aggregate Source Blacksburg with Control, Unmodified PE, Modified PE as 
Treatments Using the Wet Process. 
 
 BCWL BUW BUWL BMW BMWL 
BCW N(.3859) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) 
BCWL . S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) 
BUW  . S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) 
BUWL  . N(.7710) N(.1784) 
BMW  . N(.1191) 
 
Table A.15 P-Values (α=.05) for Tensile Strength Ratio of Binder Source C PG 64-22 
and Aggregate Source Blacksburg with Control, Unmodified PE, Modified PE as 
Treatments Using the Wet Process. 
 
 BCWL BUW BUWL BMW BMWL 
BCW N(.7411) S(.0473) S(.0001) S(.0006) S(.0001) 
BCWL  N(.0933) S(.0001) S(.0002) S(.0001) 
BUW  S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) 
BUWL  S(.0230) N(.5030) 





Table A.16 P-Values (α=.05) for Dry Indirect Tensile Strength of Binder Source I PG  
64-22 and Aggregate Source Blacksburg with Control, Unmodified PE, Modified PE as 
Treatments Using the Wet Process. 
 
 BCWL BUW BUWL BMW BMWL 
BCW N(.0966) S(.0001) N(.3667) S(.0001) N(.6671) 
BCWL . S(.0001) S(.0082) S(.0001) N(.1858) 
BUW  . S(.0001) N(.4250) S(.0001) 
BUWL  . S(.0001) N(.1580) 
BMW  . S(.0001) 
 
Table A.17 P-Values (α=.05) for Wet Indirect Tensile Strength of Binder Source I PG 
64-22 and Aggregate Source Blacksburg with Control, Unmodified PE, Modified PE as 
Treatments Using the Wet Process. 
 
 BCWL BUW BUWL BMW BMWL 
BCW N(.0677) S(.0001) S(.0078) S(.0001) N(.7333) 
BCWL . S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0271) 
BUW  . S(.0001) S(..0030) S(.0001) 
BUWL  . S(.0001) S(.0137) 
BMW  . S(.0001) 
 
Table A.18 P-Values (α=.05) for Tensile Strength Ratio of Binder Source I PG 64-22 and 
Aggregate Source Blacksburg with Control, Unmodified PE, Modified PE as Treatments 
Using the Wet Process. 
 
 BCWL BUW BUWL BMW BMWL 
BCW N(.9160) N(.9990) N(.0178) N(.2580) N(.9160) 
BCWL  N(.9170) N(.0859) N(.3048) N(.4229) 
BUW  N(.1075) N(.2585) N(.4891) 
BUWL  S(.0056) N(.3275) 
BMW  N(.0609) 
 
Table A.19 P-Values (α=.05) for Dry Indirect Tensile Strength of Binder Source C PG 
64-22 and Aggregate Source Liberty with Control, Unmodified PE, Modified PE as 
Treatments Using the Wet Process. 
 
 LCWL LUW LUWL LMW LMWL 
LCW N(.0790) S(.0001) S(.0200) N(.0503) N(.0692) 
LCWL . S(.0003) S(.0001) N(.9278) N(.9536) 
LUW  . S(.0001) S(.0002) S(.0004) 
LUWL  . S(.0001) S(.0001) 





Table A.20 P-Values (α=.05) for Wet Indirect Tensile Strength of Binder Source C PG 
64-22 and Aggregate Source Liberty with Control, Unmodified PE, Modified PE as 
Treatments Using the Wet Process. 
 
 LCWL LUW LUWL LMW LMWL 
LCW S(.0002) S(.0001) S(.0142) S(.0002) S(.0001) 
LCWL . N(.3955) S(.0001) S(.0001) N(.3762) 
LUW  . S(.0001) S(.0003) N(.0923) 
LUWL  . N(.2007) S(.0001) 
LMW  . S(.0001) 
 
Table A.21 P-Values (α=.05) for Tensile Strength Ratio of Binder Source C PG 64-22 
and Aggregate Source Liberty with Control, Unmodified PE, Modified PE as Treatments 
Using the Wet Process. 
 
 LCWL LUW LUWL LMW LMWL 
LCW S(.0001) S(.0001) N(.5421) S(.0040) S(.0001) 
LCWL  N(.0521) S(.0001) S(.0209) N(.5898) 
LUW  S(.0001) S(.0001) N(.1580) 
LUWL  S(.0298) S(.0001) 
LMW  S(.0046) 
 
Table A.22 P-Values (α=.05) for Dry Indirect Tensile Strength of Binder Source I PG 
64-22 and Aggregate Source Liberty with Control, Unmodified PE, Modified PE as 
Treatments Using the Wet Process. 
 
 LCWL LUW LUWL LMW LMWL 
LCW N(.2685) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) 
LCWL . S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) 
LUW  . N(.2248) N(.0725) N(.5833) 
LUWL  . N(.4948) N(.0621) 
LMW  . S(.0149) 
 
Table A.23 P-Values (α=.05) for Wet Indirect Tensile Strength of Binder Source I PG 
64-22 and Aggregate Source Liberty with Control, Unmodified PE, Modified PE as 
Treatments Using the Wet Process. 
 
 LCWL LUW LUWL LMW LMWL 
LCW S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) 
LCWL . S(.0001) S(.0043) S(.0001) S(.0321) 
LUW  . S(.0042) N(.5264) S(.0001) 
LUWL  . S(.0277) S(.0001) 





Table A.24 P-Values (α=.05) for Tensile Strength Ratio of Binder Source I PG 64-22 and 
Aggregate Source Liberty with Control, Unmodified PE, Modified PE as Treatments 
Using the Wet Process. 
 
 LCWL LUW LUWL LMW LMWL 
LCW S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) 
LCWL  N(.1138) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) 
LUW  S(.0003) S(.0179) S(.0001) 
LUWL  N(.2532) S(.0064) 
LMW  S(.0003) 
 
Table A.25 P-Values (α=.05) for Dry Indirect Tensile Strength of Binder Source C PG 
64-22 Verses I PG 64-22 for Aggregate Source Blacksburg with Control, Unmodified PE, 
Modified PE as Treatments Using the Dry Process. 
 
I 
 BCD BCDL BUD BUDL BMD BMDL 
BCD S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0477) S(.0001)
BCDL S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) N(.8396) S(.0001)
BUD S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0035) S(.0001)
BUDL S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) N(.6941) S(.0001)
BMD S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) N(.9033) S(.0001)
C
 
BMDL S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001)
 
Table A.26 P-Values (α=.05) for Wet Indirect Tensile Strength of Binder Source C PG 
64-22 Verses I PG 64-22 for Aggregate Source Blacksburg with Control, Unmodified PE, 
Modified PE as Treatments Using the Dry Process. 
 
I 
 BCD BCDL BUD BUDL BMD BMDL 
BCD S(.0013) S(.0001) S(.0023) S(.0008) S(.0001) S(.0001)
BCDL S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001)
BUD S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) N(.6426) S(.0001)
BUDL S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) N(.4781) S(.0001)
BMD S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) N(.0973) S(.0001)
C
 












Table A.27 P-Values (α=.05) for Tensile Strength Ratio of Binder Source C PG 64-22 
Verses I PG 64-22 for Aggregate Source Blacksburg with Control, Unmodified PE, 
Modified PE as Treatments Using the Dry Process. 
 
I 
 BCD BCDL BUD BUDL BMD BMDL
BCD S(.0092) S(.0123) S(.0001) S(.0003) S(.0053) N(.0836)
BCDL S(.0036) S(.0051) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0020) S(.0400)
BUD N(.2667) N(.3145) S(.0109) S(.0359) S(.1978) N(.8647)
BUDL N(7083) N(.7882) N(.0677) N(.1703) N(.5807) N(.5430)
BMD N(.1742) N(.1419) N(.8571) N(.7585) N(.2410) S(.0131)
C
 
BMDL S(.0134) S(.0099) N(.3387) N(.1498) S(.0134) S(.0003)
 
Table A.28 P-Values (α=.05) for Dry Indirect Tensile Strength of Binder Source C PG 
64-22 Verses I PG 64-22 for Aggregate Source Blacksburg with Control, Unmodified PE, 
Modified PE as Treatments Using the Wet Process. 
 
I 
 BCW BCWL BUW BUWL BMW BMWL
BCW S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0087) S(.0001) N(.0921) S(.0001)
BCWL S(.0001) S(.0001) N(.3939) S(.0001) N(.9951) S(.0001)
BUW S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0040) S(.0001)
BUWL N(.0641) S(.0003) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0007) S(.0001)
BMW S(.0001) S(.0001) N(.8401) S(.0001) N(.5716) S(.0001)
C
 
BMWL S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0002) S(.0001)
 
Table A.29 P-Values (α=.05) for Wet Indirect Tensile Strength of Binder Source C PG 
64-22 Verses I PG 64-22 for Aggregate Source Blacksburg with Control, Unmodified PE, 
Modified PE as Treatments Using the Wet Process. 
 
I 
 BCW BCWL BUW BUWL BMW BMWL
BCW S(.0013) S(.0001) S(.0001) N(.5438) S(.0001) S(.0022)
BCWL S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) N(.1409) S(.0006) S(.0001)
BUW N(.2021) N(.6270) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) N(.0923)
BUWL S(.0001) S(.0001) N(.1999) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001)
BMW S(.0001) S(.0001) N(.1359) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001)
C
 
BMWL S(.0001) S(.0001) N(.9897) S(.0001) S(.0017) S(.0001)









Table A.30 P-Values (α=.05) for Tensile Strength Ratio of Binder Source C PG 64-22 
Verses I PG 64-22 for Aggregate Source Blacksburg with Control, Unmodified PE, 
Modified PE as Treatments Using the Wet Process. 
 
I 
 BCW BCWL BUW BUWL BMW BMWL
BCW S(.0091) S(.0123) S(.0091) S(.0001) N(.1491) S(.0005)
BCWL S(.0036) S(.0051) S(.0036) S(.0001) N(.0801) S(.0002)
BUW S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0013) S(.0001)
BUWL S(.0018) S(.0013) S(.0018) N(.0990) S(.0001) S(.0092)
BMW N(.4025) N(.3461) N(.4018) N(.4643) N(.0502) N(.8474)
C
 
BMWL S(.0118) S(.0087) S(.0118) N(.3241) S(.0003) N(.0506)
 
Table A.31 P-Values (α=.05) for Dry Indirect Tensile Strength of Binder Source C PG 
64-22 Verses Liberty PG 64-22 for Aggregate Source Liberty with Control, Unmodified 
PE, Modified PE as Treatments Using the Dry Process. 
 
I 
 LCD LCDL LUD LUDL LMD LMDL 
LCD S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001)
LCDL S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001)
LUD S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001)
LUDL S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001)
LMD S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) N(.2599) S(.0477)
C
 
LMDL S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001)
 
Table A.32 P-Values (α=.05) for Wet Indirect Tensile Strength of Binder Source C PG 
64-22 Verses I PG 64-22 for Aggregate Source Liberty with Control, Unmodified PE, 
Modified PE as Treatments Using the Dry Process. 
 
I 
 LCD LCDL LUD LUDL LMD LMDL 
LCD S(.0001) S(.0354) N(.4117) S(.0001) N(.3755) N(.0593)
LCDL S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001)
LUD S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001)
LUDL S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001)
LMD S(.0001) N(.1675) S(.0079) N(.4770) S(.0095) S(.0001)
C
 










Table A.33 P-Values (α=.05) for Tensile Strength Ratio of Binder Source C PG 64-22 
Verses I PG 64-22 for Aggregate Source Liberty with Control, Unmodified PE, Modified 
PE as Treatments Using the Dry Process. 
 
I 
 LCD LCDL LUD LUDL LMD LMDL 
LCD N(.9825) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0137)
LCDL S(.0001) S(.0001) N(.0699) S(.0001) N(.2818) S(.0069)
LUD S(.0001) S(.0001) N(.4682) S(.0016) S(.0209) S(.0001)
LUDL N(.0542) S(.0001) N(.9504) S(.0116) S(.0032) S(.0001)
LMD S(.0001) S(.0001) N(.0988) S(.0001) N(.2150) S(.0042)
C
 
LMDL S(.0001) S(.0001) N(.1095) S(.0001) N(.1970) S(.0036)
 
Table A.34 P-Values (α=.05) for Dry Indirect Tensile Strength of Binder Source C PG 
64-22 Verses I PG 64-22 for Aggregate Source Liberty with Control, Unmodified PE, 
Modified PE as Treatments Using the Wet Process. 
 
I 
 LCW LCWL LUW LUWL LMW LMWL
LCW S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001)
LCWL S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001)
LUW S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0108) N(.1538) N(.5069) S(.0011)
LUWL S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001)
LMW S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001)
C
 
LMWL S(.0001) S(.0001) N(.1245) S(.0001) S(.0304) S(.0001)
 
Table A.35 P-Values (α=.05) for Wet Indirect Tensile Strength of Binder Source C PG 
64-22 Verses I PG 64-22 for Aggregate Source Liberty with Control, Unmodified PE, 
Modified PE as Treatments Using the Wet Process. 
 
I 
 LCW LCWL LUW LUWL LMW LMWL
LCW S(.0001) S(.0354) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) N(.9677)
LCWL S(.0001) S(.0001) N(.8695) S(.0014) N(.4055) S(.0001)
LUW S(.0001) S(.0001) N(.5240) S(.0180) N(.9755) S(.0001)
LUWL S(.0001) N(.7242) S(.0001) S(.0121) S(.0001) S(.0127)
LMW S(.0001) N(.1030) S(.0001) N(.2153) S(.0008) S(.0002)
C
 










Table A.36 P-Values (α=.05) for Tensile Strength Ratio of Binder Source C PG 64-22 
Verses I PG 64-22 for Aggregate Source Liberty with Control, Unmodified PE, Modified 
PE as Treatments Using the Wet Process. 
 
I 
 LCW LCWL LUW LUWL LMW LMWL
LCW S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001)
LCWL S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) N(.2111) S(.0241) N(.1776)
LUW S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0074) N(.4196) N(.7490) S(.0008)
LUWL N(.5771) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0008)
LMW S(.0067) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0003) S(.0001) N(.2693)
C
 
LMWL S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) N(.4933) N(.0841) N(.0563)
 
Table A.37 P-Values (α=.05) for Dry Indirect Tensile Strength of Binder Source C PG 
64-22 and Aggregate Sources Liberty and Blacksburg with Control, Unmodified PE, 
Modified PE as Treatments Using the Dry Process. 
 
 LCD  LCDL LUD LUDL LMD LMDL 
BCD N(.2538) S(.0048) N(.7924) N(.1363) S(.0001) N(.0506) 
BCDL S(.0037) S(.0001) N(.1289) S(.0012) S(.0001) S(.0002) 
BUD S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) 
BUDL S(.0005) S(.0001) S(.0349) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) 
BMD S(.0013) S(.0001) N(.0658) S(.0004) S(.0001) S(.0001) 
BMDL N(.1151) N(.7856) S(.0030) N(.2196) S(.0001) N(.4471). 
 
Table A.38 P-Values (α=.05) for Wet Indirect Tensile Strength of Binder Source C PG 
64-22 and Aggregate Sources Liberty and Blacksburg with Control, Unmodified PE, 
Modified PE as Treatments Using the Dry Process. 
 
 LCD  LCDL LUD LUDL LMD LMDL 
BCD S(.0001) S(.0077) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0422) S(.0001) 
BCDL S(.0001) N(.0705) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0039) S(.0014) 
BUD S(.0001) S(.0001) N(.3461) N(.8373) S(.0001) S(.0020) 
BUDL S(.0001) S(.0001) N(.2295) N(.6415) S(.0001) S(.0046) 
BMD S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0486) S(.0070) S(.0001) S(.0001) 












Table A.39 P-Values (α=.05) for Tensile Strength Ratio of Binder Source C PG 64-22 
and Aggregate Sources Liberty and Blacksburg with Control, Unmodified PE, Modified 
PE as Treatments Using the Dry Process. 
 
 LCD  LCDL LUD LUDL LMD LMDL 
BCD S(.0054) S(.0073) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0044) S(.0037) 
BCDL S(.0138) S(.0029) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0016) S(.0014) 
BUD S(.0001) N(.2364) S(.0155) S(.0022) N(.1778) N(1622) 
BUDL S(.0001) N(.6541) N(.0969) S(.0209) N(.5401) N(.5072) 
BMD S(.0001) N(.2000) N(.9247) N(.5424) N(.2673) N(.2909) 
BMDL S(.0001) S(.0165) N(.1943) N(.5503) S(.0258) S(.0295) 
 
Table A.40 P-Values (α=.05) for Dry Indirect Tensile Strength of Binder Source I PG  
64-22 and Aggregate Sources Liberty and Blacksburg with Control, Unmodified PE, 
Modified PE as Treatments Using the Dry Process. 
 
 LCD  LCDL LUD LUDL LMD LMDL 
BCD S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0023) S(.0122) N(.9299) N(.4706) 
BCDL S(.0095) S(.0003) N(.1903) N(.4454) N(.0661) N(.3018) 
BUD S(.0018) S(.0001) N(.0761) N(.2317) N(.1177) N(.4788) 
BUDL S(.0007) S(.0001) S(.0422) N(.0857) N(.1918) N(.6540) 
BMD S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) 
BMDL S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0009) S(.0062) N(.9931) N(.3955) 
 
Table A.41 P-Values (α=.05) for Wet Indirect Tensile Strength of Binder Source I PG 
64-22 and Aggregate Sources Liberty and Blacksburg with Control, Unmodified PE, 
Modified PE as Treatments Using the Dry Process. 
 
 LCD  LCDL LUD LUDL LMD LMDL 
BCD S(.0001) N(.9804) N(.2340) S(.0464) N(.2583) S(.0002) 
BCDL S(.0001) S(.0496) N(.4969) S(.0001) N(.4575) S(.0427) 
BUD S(.0001) N(.7221) N(.1006) N(.0830) N(.1144) S(.0001) 
BUDL S(.0001) N(.8722) N(.2918) S(.0334) N(.3200) S(.0004) 
BMD S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) 













Table A.42 P-Values (α=.05) for Tensile Strength Ratio of Binder Source I PG 64-22 and 
Aggregate Sources Liberty and Blacksburg with Control, Unmodified PE, Modified PE 
as Treatments Using the Dry Process. 
 
 LCD  LCDL LUD LUDL LMD LMDL 
BCD S(.0001) S(.0001) N(.0594) S(.0001) N(.3160) S(.0085) 
BCDL S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0467) S(.0001) N(.3693) N(.0114) 
BUD S(.0001) S(.0001) N(.6648) S(.0058) S(.0146) S(.0001) 
BUDL S(.0001) S(.0001) N(.3709) S(.0014) S(.0464) S(.0003) 
BMD S(.0001) S(.0001) N(.0873) S(.0001) N(.2380) S(.0051) 
BMDL S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0031) S(.0001) N(.9554) N(.0726) 
 
Table A.43 P-Values (α=.05) for Dry Indirect Tensile Strength of Binder Source CPG 
64-22 and Aggregate Sources Liberty and Blacksburg with Control, Unmodified PE, 
Modified PE as Treatments Using the Wet Process. 
 
 LCW  LCWL LUW LUWL LMW LMWL 
BCW N(.2538) S(.0048) S(.0001) N(.2329) S(.0021) S(.0040) 
BCWL S(.0037) S(.0001) S(.0001) N(.5553) S(.0001) S(.0001) 
BUW N(.7705) N(.1641) S(.0001) S(.0131) N(.1196) N(.1473) 
BUWL N(.4752) N(.2774) S(.0001) S(.0025) N(.2121) N(.2512) 
BMW S(.0009) S(.0001) S(.0001) N(.2471) S(.0001) S(.0001) 
BMWL N(.2799) N(.4589) S(.0001) S(.0007) N(.3780) S(.0226) 
 
Table A.44 P-Values (α=.05) for Wet Indirect Tensile Strength of Binder Source C PG 
64-22 and Aggregate Sources Liberty and Blacksburg with Control, Unmodified PE, 
Modified PE as Treatments Using the Wet Process. 
 
 LCW  LCWL LUW LUWL LMW LMWL 
BCW S(.0001) S(.0001) N(.0679) N(.0023) N(.0747) S(.0007) 
BCWL S(.0001) N(.0705) N(.3359) S(.0001) S(.0083) S(.0099) 
BUW N(.5356) S(.0001) S(.0001) N(.0892) S(.0038) S(.0001) 
BUWL S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) 
BMW S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) 













Table A.45 P-Values (α=.05) for Tensile Strength Ratio of Binder Source C PG 64-22 
and Aggregate Sources Liberty and Blacksburg with Control, Unmodified PE, Modified 
PE as Treatments Using the Wet Process. 
 
 LCW  LCWL LUW LUWL LMW LMWL 
BCW S(.0054) S(.0073) S(.0001) S(.0420) N(.7939) S(.0013) 
BCWL S(.0138) S(.0029) S(.0001) N(.0840) N(.5669) S(.0004) 
BUW N(.5093) S(.0001) S(.0001) N(.9618) S(.0335) S(.0001) 
BUWL S(.0039) S(.0023) N(.2997) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0123) 
BMW S(.0001) N(.4452) N(.2344) S(.0001) S(.0023) N(.8222) 
BMWL S(.0001) S(.0146) N(.6840) S(.0001) S(.0001) N(.0590) 
 
Table A.46 P-Values (α=.05) for Dry Indirect Tensile Strength of Binder Source I PG  
64-22 and Aggregate Sources Liberty and Blacksburg with Control, Unmodified PE, 
Modified PE as Treatments Using the Wet Process. 
 
 LCW  LCWL LUW LUWL LMW LMWL 
BCW S(.0001) S(.0001) N(.9536) N(.2490) N(.0821) N(.5419) 
BCWL S(.0095) S(.0003) N(.1088) S(.0039) S(.0007) N(.2526) 
BUW S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) 
BUWL S(.0001) S(.0001) N(.3351) N(.7902) N(.3507) N(.1092) 
BMW S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) 
BMWL S(.0001) S(.0001) N(.7123) N(.0937) S(.0240) N(.8486) 
 
Table A.47 P-Values (α=.05) for Wet Indirect Tensile Strength of Binder Source I PG 
64-22 and Aggregate Sources Liberty and Blacksburg with Control, Unmodified PE, 
Modified PE as Treatments Using the Wet Process. 
 
 LCW  LCWL LUW LUWL LMW LMWL 
BCW S(.0001) S(.9804) S(.0001) S(.0066) S(.0001) S(.0458) 
BCWL S(.0001) S(.0496) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) N(.8554) 
BUW S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) 
BUWL S(.0001) S(.0052) S(.0036) N(.9516) S(.0239) S(.0001) 
BMW S(.0001) S(.0001) N(.0709) S(.0001) S(.0150) S(.0001) 













Table A.48 P-Values (α=.05) for Tensile Strength Ratio of Binder Source I PG 64-22 and 
Aggregate Sources Liberty and Blacksburg with Control, Unmodified PE, Modified PE 
as Treatments Using the Wet Process. 
 
 LCW  LCWL LUW LUWL LMW LMWL 
BCW S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) N(1842) S(.0200) N(.2037) 
BCWL S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) N(.1505) S(.0151) N(.2457) 
BUW S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) N(.1838) S(.0199) N(.2042) 
BUWL S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0009) N(.7634) N(.3896) S(.0026) 
BMW S(.0002) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0125) S(.0007) N(.9364) 
BMWL S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) N(.4969) N(.0757) S(.0386) 
 
Table A.49 P-Values (α=.05) for Dry Indirect Tensile Strength of Binder Source C PG 
64-22 for Aggregate Source Blacksburg Made With Control, Unmodified PE, Modified 
PE as Treatments Using the Dry Process and Wet Process.. 
 
Dry Process 
 BCD BCDL BUD BUDL BMD BMDL
BCW . N(.0751) S(.0001) S(.0178) S(.0357) S(.0068)
BCWL N(.0751) . S(.0001) S(.0134) N(.7460) S(.0001)
BUW N(.1717) S(.0025) S(.0001) S(.0004) S(.0009) N(.2319)
BUWL S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001)








BMWL S(.0268) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) N(.6190)
 
Table A.50 P-Values (α=.05) for Wet Indirect Tensile Strength of Binder Source C PG 
64-22 for Aggregate Source Blacksburg Made With Control, Unmodified PE, Modified 
PE as Treatments Using the Dry Process and Wet Process.. 
 
Dry Process 
 BCD BCDL BUD BUDL BMD BMDL
BCW . N(.3859) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001)
BCWL N(.3859) . S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001)
BUW S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001)
BUWL S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0419) N(.1784) N(.3796) S(.0323)



















Table A.51 P-Values (α=.05) for Tensile Strength Ratio of Binder Source C PG 64-22 for 
Aggregate Source Blacksburg Made With Control, Unmodified PE, Modified PE as 
Treatments Using the Dry Process and Wet Process.. 
 
Dry Process 
 BCD BCDL BUD BUDL BMD BMDL
BCW . N(.7411) N(.1432) S(.0259) S(.0001) S(.0001)
BCWL N(.7411) . N(.0765) S(.0114) S(.0001) S(.0001)
BUW S(.0473) N(.0933) S(.0013) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001)
BUWL S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0005) N(.0558) N(.4728)








BMWL S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0003) S(.0043) N(.2285) N(.9616)
 
Table A.52 P-Values (α=.05) for Dry Indirect Tensile Strength of Binder Source C PG 
64-22 for Aggregate Source Liberty Made With Control, Unmodified PE, Modified PE as 
Treatments Using the Dry Process and Wet Process.. 
 
Dry Process 
 LCD LCDL LUD LUDL LMD LMDL
LCW . N(.0790) N(.1605) N(.7264) S(.0001) N(.4134)
LCWL N(.0790)  S(.0022) N(.1532) S(.0001) N(.3230)
LUW S(.0001) S(.0003) S(.0001) S(.0001) N(.1530) S(.0001)
LUWL S(.0200) S(.0001) N(.3521) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001)








LMWL N(.0692) N(.9536) S(.0018) N(.1364) S(.0001) N(.2940)
 
Table A.53 P-Values (α=.05) for Wet Indirect Tensile Strength of Binder Source C PG 
64-22 for Aggregate Source Liberty Made With Control, Unmodified PE, Modified PE as 
Treatments Using the Dry Process and Wet Process.. 
 
Dry Process 
 LCD LCDL LUD LUDL LMD LMDL 
LCW . S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0005) S(.0001)
LCWL S(.0001) . S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) N(.1605)
LUW S(.0001) N(.3955) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0247)
LUWL S(.0142) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) N(.3036) S(.0001)


















Table A.54 P-Values (α=.05) for Tensile Strength Ratio of Binder Source C PG 64-22 for 
Aggregate Source Liberty Made With Control, Unmodified PE, Modified PE as 
Treatments Using the Dry Process and Wet Process.. 
 
Dry Process 
 LCD LCDL LUD LUDL LMD LMDL
LCW . S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001)
LCWL S(.0001) . N(.2328) N(.0645) N(.8691) N(.8293)
LUW S(.0001) N(.0521) N(.3872) N(.8400) N(.0749) N(.0834)
LUWL N(.5421) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001)








LMWL S(.0001) N(.5898) N(.5304) N(.1978) N(.7080) N(.7461)
 
Table A.55 P-Values (α=.05) for Dry Indirect Tensile Strength of Binder Source I PG  
64-22 for Aggregate Source Blacksburg Made With Control, Unmodified PE, Modified 
PE as Treatments Using the Dry Process and Wet Process.. 
 
Dry Process 
 BCD BCDL BUD BUDL BMD BMDL
BCW . N(.0966) N(.1652) N(.2529) S(.0001) N(.9364)
BCWL N(.0966) . N(.7149) N(.5415) S(.0001) N(.5415)
BUW S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) N(.5154) S(.0001)
BUWL N(.3667) S(.0082) S(.0155) S(.0305) S(.0001) N(.3827)








BMWL N(.6671) N(.1858) N(.3091) N(.4488) S(.0001) N(.5887)
 
Table A.56 P-Values (α=.05) for Wet Indirect Tensile Strength of Binder Source I PG 
64-22 for Aggregate Source Blacksburg Made With Control, Unmodified PE, Modified 
PE as Treatments Using the Dry Process and Wet Process.. 
 
Dry Process 
 BCD BCDL BUD BUDL BMD BMDL
BCW . N(.0677) N(.7189) N(.8971) S(.0001) N(.2113)
BCWL N(.0677) . S(.0206) N(.0907) S(.0001) N(.5380)
BUW S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) N(.8665) S(.0001)
BUWL S(.0078) S(.0001) S(.0144) S(.0052) S(.0001) S(.0001)


















Table A.57 P-Values (α=.05) for Tensile Strength Ratio of Binder Source I PG 64-22 for 
Aggregate Source Blacksburg Made With Control, Unmodified PE, Modified PE as 
Treatments Using the Dry Process and Wet Process.. 
 
Dry Process 
 BCD BCDL BUD BUDL BMD BMDL
BCW . N(.9160) N(.1447) N(.3173) N(.8583) N(.3167)
BCWL N(.9160) . N(.1181) N(.2693) N(.7765) N(.3731)
BUW N(.9990) N(.9170) N(.1443) N(.3168) N(.1075) N(.3173)
BUWL N(.1078) N(.0859) N(.9423) N(.5757) N(.1549) S(.0062)








BMWL N(.4898) N(.4229) N(.3946) N(.7153) N(.6151) N(.0740)
 
Table A.58 P-Values (α=.05) for Dry Indirect Tensile Strength of Binder Source I PG  
64-22 for Aggregate Source Liberty Made With Control, Unmodified PE, Modified PE as 
Treatments Using the Dry Process and Wet Process.. 
 
Dry Process 
 LCD LCDL LUD LUDL LMD LMDL
LCW . N(.2685) N(.1702) N(.0513) S(.0001) S(.0001)
LCWL N(.2685) . S(.0136) S(.0024) S(.0001) S(.0001)
LUW S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0029) S(.0145) N(.8813) N(.5091)
LUWL S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) N(.2586) S(.0473)








LMWL S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0096) S(.0436) N(4593) N(.9056)
 
Table A.59 P-Values (α=.05) for Wet Indirect Tensile Strength of Binder Source I PG 
64-22 for Aggregate Source Liberty Made With Control, Unmodified PE, Modified PE as 
Treatments Using the Dry Process and Wet Process.. 
 
Dry Process 
 LCD LCDL LUD LUDL LMD LMDL 
LCW . S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001)
LCWL S(.0001) . N(.1977) S(.0370) N(.2207) S(.0001)
LUW S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0003) S(.0001) S(.0001)
LUWL S(.0001) S(.0043) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001)


















Table A.60 P-Values (α=.05) for Tensile Strength Ratio of Binder Source I PG 64-22 for 
Aggregate Source Liberty Made With Control, Unmodified PE, Modified PE as 
Treatments Using the Dry Process and Wet Process.. 
 
Dry Process 
 LCD LCDL LUD LUDL LMD LMDL 
LCW . S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0001) S(.0203)
LCWL S(.0001) . S(.0001) S(.0401) S(.0001) S(.0001)
LUW S(.0001) N(.1138) S(.0051) N(.6309) S(.0001) S(.0001)
LUWL S(.0001) S(.0001) N(.5443) S(.0019) S(.0180) S(.0001)













LEGEND FOR APPENDIX B 
 
For Tables B.1–B.6 
 
Designations either have 3 or 4 Letters.  The first letter stands for the aggregate source 
and will be either B for Blacksburg Aggregate or L for Liberty Aggregate. 
 
The second letter stands for the treatments applied to the various mixing processes, which 
include C for Control, U for Unmodified Polyethylene, and M for Phosphonylated 
Modified Polyethylene. 
 
The third letter stands for the mixing process used to make the Marshall and Superpave 
specimens, which include D for the Dry Process (Adding polymers to the aggregate 
source prior to blending with bitumen) and W for the Wet Process (Adding polymers to 
the bitumen prior to blending with aggregate). 
 
In designations that have only 3 letters the Marshall or Superpave specimens are made 
without lime.  The fourth letter designated as L means these Marshall or Superpave 




BCD – B indicates Blacksburg Aggregate; C indicates Control specimen; D indicates 
specimens were made using the Dry Process; the lack of a fourth letter indicates no 




LMWL- Indicates Liberty Aggregate; M indicates Modified Polyethylene; W 
indicates specimens were made using the Wet Process; L indicates that 1% lime by 
weight of aggregate was added to the mixture. 
 




“MEANS STANDARD DEVIATIONS, COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION AND 
STANDARD ERRORS FOR TREATMENTS AND COMBINATIONS IN THE 
VARIOUS EXPERIMENTS” 
 
Table B.1  Indirect Tensile Strength Means, Standard Deviations, Coefficient of 
Variations, and Standard Errors of Marshall Specimens made with C PG 64-22 and 
Aggregate Source Bl with the Treatments Control, Modified Polyethylene, and 




















BCD CONTROL DRY/ 
WET
NO DRY 176.3 23.8 13.5 10.7
BMD MOD. PE DRY NO DRY 190.9 16 8.4 7.2
BMW MOD. PE WET NO DRY 193.1 8.2 4.2 4.1
BUD UNM. PE DRY NO DRY 210.4 8.3 4.0 3.7
BUW UNM. PE WET NO DRY 166.3 28.2 16.9 14.1
BCW CONTROL DRY/ 
WET
NO WET 125.8 15.9 12.7 7.1
BMD MOD. PE DRY NO WET 195.8 10.7 5.5 4.8
BMW MOD. PE WET NO WET 191.9 2.3 1.2 1.2
BUD UNM. PE DRY NO WET 175.6 5.7 3.2 2.5
BUW UNM. PE WET NO WET 92.1 10.1 10.9 5.0
BCLD CONTROL DRY/ 
WET
YES DRY 188.7 5.4 2.8 2.4
BMLD MOD. PE DRY YES DRY 157.5 17.5 11.1 7.8
BMLW MOD. PE WET YES DRY 161.0 9.9 6.2 4.4
BULD UNM. PE DRY YES DRY 192.8 2.4 1.2 1.1
BULW UNM. PE WET YES DRY 163.5 17.2 10.5 7.7
BCLW CONTROL DRY/ 
WET
YES WET 131.8 14.1 10.7 6.3
BMLD MOD. PE DRY YES WET 174.9 15.8 9.0 7.0
BMLW MOD. PE WET YES WET 180.4 13.9 7.7 13.9
BULD UNM. PE DRY YES WET 173.8 4.6 2.6 2.1
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Table B.2  Indirect Tensile Strength Means, Standard Deviations, Coefficient of 
Variations, and Standard Errors of Marshall Specimens made with C PG 64-22 and 
Aggregate Source L with the Treatments Control, Modified Polyethylene, and 





















NO DRY 168.4 3.9 2.3 1.8
LMD MOD. PE DRY NO DRY 118.8 6.3 5.3 2.8
LMW MOD. PE WET NO DRY 154.9 14.2 9.1 6.3
LUD UNM. PE DRY NO DRY 178.2 15.0 8.4 6.7
LUW UNM. PE WET NO DRY 128.7 12.5 9.7 5.6
LCW CONTROL DRY/W
ET 
NO WET 87.6 9.7 11.1 4.4
LMD MOD. PE DRY NO WET 111.7 14.0 12.5 6.3
LMW MOD. PE WET NO WET 113.5 7.1 6.3 3.2
LUD UNM. PE DRY NO WET 182.1 14.3 7.8 6.4
LUW UNM. PE WET NO WET 138.5 8.5 6.1 8.5
LCLD CONTROL DRY/W
ET 
YES DRY 155.5 15.3 9.8 7.6
LMLD MOD. PE DRY YES DRY 162.8 14.2 8.7 6.3
LMLW MOD. PE WET YES DRY 155.1 15.2 9.8 7.6
LULD UNM. PE DRY YES DRY 166.0 18.2 10.9 8.1
LULW UNM. PE WET YES DRY 184.6 1.8 1.0 0.8
LCLW CONTROL DRY/W
ET 
YES WET 144.4 11.0 7.7 4.9
LMLD MOD. PE DRY YES WET 154.1 16.2 10.5 7.3
LMLW MOD. PE WET YES WET 150.9 8.3 5.5 4.1
LULD UNM. PE DRY YES WET 177.0 4.2 2.4 1.9
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Table B.3  Indirect Tensile Strength Means, Standard Deviations, Coefficient of 
Variations, and Standard Errors of Marshall Specimens made with I PG 64-22 and 
Aggregate Source B with Bthe Treatments Control, Modified Polyethylene, and 





















NO DRY 110.4 6.8 6.2 3.4
BMD MOD. PE DRY NO DRY 190.1 13.0 6.9 5.8
BMW MOD. PE WET NO DRY 188.7 12.5 6.6 6.2
BUD UNM. PE DRY NO DRY 100.2 3.7 3.7 1.7
BUW UNM. PE WET NO DRY 194.6 0.9 0.5 0.4
BCW CONTROL DRY/W
ET 
NO WET .102.0 2.7 2.6 1.4
BMD MOD. PE DRY NO WET 179.0 17.1 9.5 8.5
BMW MOD. PE WET NO WET 157.2 5.1 3.3 2.6
BUD UNM. PE DRY NO WET 104.6 4.6 4.4 2.1
BUW UNM. PE WET NO WET 180.3 4.0 2.2 2.0
BCLD CONTROL DRY/W
ET 
YES DRY 97.5 3.0 3.1 1.5
BMLD MOD. PE DRY YES DRY 111.0 16.8 15.1 7..5
BMLW MOD. PE WET YES DRY 107.2 8.2 7.6 3.7
BULD UNM. PE DRY YES DRY 102.0 11.6 11.4 5.2
BULW UNM. PE WET YES DRY 117.0 12.4 10.6 5.6
BCLW CONTROL DRY/W
ET 
YES WET 88.6 10.7 12.0 4.8
BMLD MOD. PE DRY YES WET 92.8 5.1 5.5 2.3
BMLW MOD. PE WET YES WET 104.5 5.4 5.2 2.4
BULD UNM. PE DRY YES WET 101.0 5.9 5.8 2.9
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Table B.4  Indirect Tensile Strength Means, Standard Deviations, Coefficient of 
Variations, and Standard Errors of Marshall Specimens made with I PG 64-22 and 
Aggregate Source L with the Treatments Control, Modified Polyethylene, and 





















NO DRY 78.4 5.7 7.2 2.5
LMD MOD. PE DRY NO DRY 111.0 4.9 4.4 2.2
LMW MOD. PE WET NO DRY 123.9 10.0 8.1 5.0
LUD UNM. PE DRY NO DRY 87.9 5.5 6.3 2.5
LUW UNM. PE WET NO DRY 109.9 8.6 7.8 4.3
LCW CONTROL DRY/W
ET 
NO WET 41.0 8.8 21.5 4.0
LMD MOD. PE DRY NO WET 93.7 3.2 3.4 1.4
LMW MOD. PE WET NO WET 138.3 10.0 7.2 5.0
LUD UNM. PE DRY NO WET 93.3 21.0 22.5 9.4
LUW UNM. PE WET NO WET 143.2 13.2 9.2 6.6
LCLD CONTROL DRY/W
ET 
YES DRY 70.7 8.5 12.1 3.8
LMLD MOD. PE DRY YES DRY 105.1 7.7 7.3 3.4
LMLW MOD. PE WET YES DRY 105.9 8.2 7.7 3.7
LULD UNM. PE DRY YES DRY 91.9 3.6 4.0 1.6
LULW UNM. PE WET YES DRY 118.8 7.7 6.5 3.4
LCLW CONTROL DRY/W
ET 
YES WET 102.2 8.4 8.2 3.7
LMLD MOD. PE DRY YES WET 74.5 2.2 3.0 1.0
LMLW MOD. PE WET YES WET 87.3 4.9 5.6 2.2
LULD UNM. PE DRY YES WET 116.7 5.7 4.9 2.6
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Table B.5  Tensile Strength Ratio Means, Standard Deviations, Coefficient of Variations, 
and Standard Errors of Marshall Specimens made with C PG 64-22 and Aggregate 
Sources Blacksburg and L with the Treatments Control, Modified Polyethylene, and 




















BCD Blacksburg Control Dry/
Wet
No 72.4 12.4 17.2 5.6 
BMD Blacksburg Mod PE Dry No 103.2 10.6 10.2 4.7 
BUD Blacksburg Unm PE Dry No 83.7 6.4 7.6 3.2 
BMW Blacksburg Mod PE Wet No 99.5 4.2 4.2 2.1 
BUW Blacksburg Unm PE Wet No 57.0 14.8 26.0 7.4 
BCDL Blacksburg Control Dry/
Wet
Yes 70.0 8.4 12.0 3.7 
BMDL Blacksburg Mod PE Dry Yes 111.9 13.7 12.3 6.1 
BUDL Blacksburg Unm PE Dry Yes 89.7 2.2 2.3 1.1 
BMWL Blacksburg Mod PE Wet Yes 112.3 8.8 7.8 3.9 
BUWL Blacksburg Unm PE Wet Yes 117.1 13.6 11.6 6.1 
LCD Liberty Control Dry/
Wet
No 52.0 5.5 10.5 2.4 
LMD Liberty Mod PE Dry No 94.6 17.0 18.0 8.5 
LUD Liberty Unm PE Dry No 102.5 7.7 7.5 3.5 
LMW Liberty Mod PE Wet No 74.4 14.3 19.3 7.2 
LUW Liberty Unm PE Wet No 109.1 19.4 17.7 9.7 
LCDL Liberty Control Dry/
Wet
Yes 93.3 14.4 15.4 7.2 
LMDL Liberty Mod PE Dry Yes 95.0 11.5 12.1 5.5 
LUDL Liberty Unm PE Dry Yes 107.6 11.4 10.6 5.1 
LMWL Liberty Mod PE Wet Yes 97.7 5.9 6.1 3.0 
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Table B.6  Tensile Strength Ratio Means, Standard Deviations, Coefficient of Variations, 
and Standard Errors of Marshall Specimens made with I PG 64-22 and Aggregate 
Sources Blacksburg and L with the Treatments Control, Modified Polyethylene, and 

















BCD Blacksburg Control Dry/Wet No 92.7 5.9 6.4 2.9
BMD Blacksburg Mod PE Dry No 94.1 3.4 3.6 1.7
BUD Blacksburg Unm PE Dry No 104.6 6.5 6.2 3.3
BMW Blacksburg Mod PE Wet No 83.5 5.6 6.7 2.8
BUW Blacksburg Unm PE Wet No 92.7 2.4 2.5 1.2
BCDL Blacksburg Control Dry/Wet Yes 91.8 11.4 12.4 5.7
BMDL Blacksburg Mod PE Dry Yes 85.0 12.1 14.2 5.4
BUDL Blacksburg Unm PE Dry Yes 100.8 18.1 18.0 9.1
BMWL Blacksburg Mod PE Wet Yes 98.0 9.8 10.0 4.4
BUWL Blacksburg Unm PE Wet Yes 105.1 13.8 13.2 6.2
LCD Liberty Control Dry/Wet No 52.1 9.2 17.6 4.6
LMD Liberty Mod PE Dry No 84.6 6.1 7.2 3.0
LUD Liberty Unm PE Dry No 108.1 20.3 18.7 10.1
LMW Liberty Mod PE Wet No 111.7 3.3 3.0 1.7
LUW  Liberty Unm PE Wet No 131.1 19.0 14.5 9.5
LCDL Liberty Control Dry/Wet Yes 144.0 24.6 17.1 12.3
LMDL Liberty Mod PE Dry Yes 71.1 3.7 5.1 1.8
LUDL Liberty Unm PE Dry Yes 127.2 10.3 8.1 5.2
LMWL Liberty Mod PE Wet Yes 82.9 8.8 10.6 3.9
LUWL Liberty Unm PE Wet Yes 102.9 6.8 6.7 3.1
